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2012-09-30T22:10:#museumcamp here we come
2012-09-30T22:16:So, @museumcamp 2mo runs 9:30-5. Cadbury's World open 10-4. Any renegades fancy a desperate lunchtime trolley dash round their outlet shop?
2012-09-30T22:21:Up-cycling very old stationery into business cards for #museumcamp. Hope Dodo doesn't eat all the cake, or over-caking spoil the debate.
2012-09-30T22:39:@TedRyan22 @museumcamp thx
2012-09-30T22:46:RT @PurpleMastodon: RT @PurpleMastodon: Up-cycling very old stationery into business cards for #museumcamp. Hope Dodo doesn't eat all the cake, or over-caki ...
2012-09-30T23:21:@Acuity_Design #museumcamp starts 10am - can arrive from 9.30am. See you there!
2012-10-01T05:34:Oft. Haven't been up this early since my NYC days. Exception is that this for work and fun #museumcamp #snookrocks
2012-10-01T05:41:Off to catch train at stupid o'clock on way to @museumcamp. Coffee is going to be important today.
2012-10-01T06:45:@thepenroom hope to see some of you guys @museumcamp today and the museum is open from 11 come see how steel pens are made...
2012-10-01T06:47:@steph_fuller Good luck - should be fine. Getting excited about #museumcamp!
2012-10-01T06:51:Bringing my Fuji X100 to do some snaps at #museumcamp. Just like the old days of MCG #ukmw conferences
2012-10-01T07:09:Good morning! How is everyone today? Paul and I are in our way to @museumcamp with enough food and cake for all of Bham.
2012-10-01T07:13:Quick @museumcamp query. Any parking on site? If not, suggestions? Thanks.
2012-10-01T07:15:En route to @MuseumCamp . I hope there's lots of coffee there.
2012-10-01T07:17:@mardixon @museumcamp Would like to be there as well. Pls.report in detail. Have a great day ! Isabella - Vienna
2012-10-01T07:18:@MarDixon @museumcamp On my way to you now. Looking forward to to #museumcamp See you shortly :)
2012-10-01T07:19:@stujallen Very well - have museumcamp today - v v v excited! How is Amanda?
2012-10-01T07:21:All set for @museumcamp today in B-town! #unconference @sounddelivery @ Marylebone Railway Station (MYB) http://t.co/Mn7tdPYc
2012-10-01T07:25:@MarDixon thanks for sharing pics of the big draw yesterday, looks like you had lovely time, enjoy @museumcamp
2012-10-01T07:32:It's back to work today, looking forward to some unconference #MuseumCamp
2012-10-01T07:42:On the way to @MuseumCamp in Birmingham.
2012-10-01T07:46:@MichaelSpender see you soon. Nearly I #Brum. Ready to be given #museumcamp preparation tasks.
2012-10-01T07:46:On my way down to @MuseumCamp looking forward to a great day #museumcamp
2012-10-01T07:46:Exciting prospect of seeing so many tweeps #museumcamp. Know long convos not gonna be possible :-(.so here's love to you all already!
2012-10-01T07:53:RT @jon_pratty: RT @jon_pratty: Bringing my Fuji X100 to do some snaps at #museumcamp. Just like the old days of MCG #ukmw conferences
2012-10-01T07:54:Off to the bright lights of Birmingham for #museumcamp and then onto University of Birmingham for a meeting with our new intern.
2012-10-01T07:56:@MichaelSpender @museumcamp
2012-10-01T07:57:RT @mdoness: RT @mdoness: Exciting prospect of seeing so many tweeps #museumcamp. Know long convos not gonna be possible :-(.so here's love to you al ...
2012-10-01T07:57:@MichaelSpender @museumcamp didn't realise you were attending. On my way over. See you later.
2012-10-01T08:10:Looking forward to #museumcamp today
2012-10-01T08:12:@MarDixon @mdoness @LSpurdle I'm here the heating is on. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T08:13:Sorry @MuseumCamp I'm not going to make it today, have a great day everyone!
2012-10-01T08:14:@MarDixon @LSpurdle Sorry lovely ladies but I'm going to have to miss #museumcamp today! i'll bake a cake to make it up to you!
2012-10-01T08:14:Anyone due to arrive into Birmingham New Street around 9.00 - 9.15 for #museumcamp ?
2012-10-01T08:15:@MarDixon @LSpurdle I hope it goes spiffingly well! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T08:17:@KatieMAndrews we'll be thinking of you follow #museumcamp :-)
2012-10-01T08:17:@MarDixon @museumcamp Excellent! See you there :)
2012-10-01T08:17:The best to @MarDixon + @LSpurdle for #museumcamp today
2012-10-01T08:19:This is the place. The Bond. Digbeth. Birmingham @Museumcamp #museumcamp http://t.co/ikYcwABt
2012-10-01T08:20:+1 Sad to be missing out! RT @rosemarybeetle: The best to @MarDixon + @LSpurdle for #museumcamp today
2012-10-01T08:22:heading to birmingham for museumcamp favourite museum is Wayside Museum Zennor @museumcamp BTW what is tag 4 today
2012-10-01T08:24:RT @RachelCockett: RT @RachelCockett: This is the place. The Bond. Digbeth. Birmingham @Museumcamp #museumcamp http://t.co/ikYcwABt
2012-10-01T08:26:Off to @MuseumCamp :) I have a cold but will avoid social faux pas of sputtering all over everyone ;)
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2012-10-01T08:29:@MichaelSpender @MuseumCamp Sounds fab! Will be following tweets with interest,,,
2012-10-01T08:31:RT @MuseumsAtMQ: RT @MuseumsAtMQ: @MichaelSpender @MuseumCamp Sounds fab! Will be following tweets with interest,,,
2012-10-01T08:32:Hope everyone has a great day @MuseumCamp, wish I could have been there. (for the discussion as well as the cake)
2012-10-01T08:34:@IntermezzoArts @RachelCockett See you later: in stationery traffic at the moment. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T08:36:On the way to @MuseumCamp
2012-10-01T08:38:Off to Brum for #museumcamp 30min delay on train :o(
2012-10-01T08:38:Devonshire Works. This is Digbeth. #Birmingham #streetart #museumcamp http://t.co/HT40aMok
2012-10-01T08:38:RT @willperrin: RT @willperrin: heading to birmingham for museumcamp favourite museum is Wayside Museum Zennor @museumcamp BTW what is tag 4 today
2012-10-01T08:39:RT @RachelCockett: RT @RachelCockett: Devonshire Works. This is Digbeth. #Birmingham #streetart #museumcamp http://t.co/HT40aMok
2012-10-01T08:39:@willperrin Puffles (*asks*) if any Cambridge museums are represented #museumcamp
2012-10-01T08:40:An entire contingent of #museumcamp peeps are on the 8.47 out of Shrewsbury. We are all going to be a bit late but lots of #musetech chat
2012-10-01T08:42:Beautiful sunshine for arrival into Birmingham #museumcamp
2012-10-01T08:42:Have fun! I'll be following RT @RachelCockett This is the place. The Bond. Digbeth. Birmingham @Museumcamp #museumcamp http://t.co/X5694NGI
2012-10-01T08:43:Waves @actonscottmuse #museumcamp come on train, get us there
2012-10-01T08:43:Wish mine was! Have a great day RT @RachelCockett: @MarDixon @mdoness @LSpurdle I'm here the heating is on. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T08:45:Today 100+ museum staff are in Brum discussing &amp; debating a wide range of issues &amp; ideas. Join in the conversation via #museumcamp
2012-10-01T08:46:On a packed #brum commuter train on the way to #museumcamp. Train wheezing very slowly up the Lickey incline; passengers uninterested.
2012-10-01T08:46:On my way to #museumcamp. It's me who's on time... for a change..! ;) @sasha_taylor (@ Warwick Railway Station (WRW)) http://t.co/K7cdtlvv
2012-10-01T08:53:Joining the Shropshire #museumcamp bound posse at Wellington soon
2012-10-01T08:53:Off to #museumcamp (@ Warwick Railway Station (WRW) w/ @nivims) http://t.co/edtgZTXc
2012-10-01T08:53:@IntermezzoArts Thanks Clare, you too! Hope #museumcamp is a success
2012-10-01T08:53:On my way to #museumcamp in Birmingham. Nice sunny morning...
2012-10-01T08:53:Hoping everyone has fun at #museumcamp today.
2012-10-01T08:54:Heading to Digbeth for @MuseumCamp: http://t.co/NERL7j6Y - Interested in Arduino / printed electronics? Come say hi.
2012-10-01T08:55:RT @steph_fuller: RT @steph_fuller: Looking forward to @MuseumCamp tomorrow. Hope to meet @MarDixon @peskypeople @oxfordASPIRE and no doubt lots more.
2012-10-01T08:56:RT @peskypeople: RT @peskypeople: @steph_fuller @MuseumCamp @MarDixon @OxfordASPIRE likewise it's going to be a good day :)
2012-10-01T08:57:RT @sounddelivery: Today 100+ museum staff are in Brum discussing &amp; debating a wide range of issues &amp; ideas. Join in via #museumcamp
2012-10-01T08:57:#museumcamp any cambs museums @puffles2010 doesn't look like it http://t.co/9ZUuoLrS
2012-10-01T08:58:Our Renaissance Manager is looking forwad to @MuseumCamp today! Especially the promised cake! @LSpurdle @MarDixon @RachelCockett @mdoness
2012-10-01T09:00:What role should/could/do young people play in the museums sector? Discuss #museumcamp #teensinmuseums #youngpeople
2012-10-01T09:04:Sad not to be heading to @MuseumCamp today, I'm sure it will be a fantastic day and I'm looking forward to following the #museumcamp feed
2012-10-01T09:05:@nivims and we are on the wrong train again! Nivi! !!! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T09:10:Good morning to everyone going to #museumcamp
2012-10-01T09:10:Off to @MuseumCamp Great venue choice with interesting #canal related history http://t.co/9S8OWtpJ
2012-10-01T09:11:RT @DeliaGarratt: RT @DeliaGarratt: Off to @MuseumCamp Great venue choice with interesting #canal related history http://t.co/9S8OWtpJ
2012-10-01T09:12:@MuseumCamp Hi. Very sorry but won't be able to attend today, something's come up at work and had to go straight to the office.
2012-10-01T09:15:On my way to #museumcamp.
2012-10-01T09:15:Unable to come to #museumcamp but hoping for lots of tweets from participants
2012-10-01T09:17:#museumcamp really looking forward to seeing everyone at the bond. :)
2012-10-01T09:17:@willperrin @puffles2010 good morning :) Fitzwilliams museum (Uni of Cambridge) is coming #museumcamp
2012-10-01T09:18:The posters are going up! #museumcamp http://t.co/RErsC1Qx
2012-10-01T09:21:RT @RachelCockett: RT @RachelCockett: This is the place. The Bond. Digbeth. Birmingham @Museumcamp #museumcamp http://t.co/ikYcwABt
2012-10-01T09:21:Off to represent @Culture24 at @museumcamp! All glitter tattoos safely hidden by Cardigan of Mature Professionalism.
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2012-10-01T09:23:Had to hold off going to @museumcamp today. Too much work on. Hope it goes well.
2012-10-01T09:23:And the cake has begun #museumcamp #cakecamp http://t.co/Xc2JnbyI
2012-10-01T09:24:On my way to @MuseumCamp after early rainy start this morning but sun shining in Brum- looking forward to cake and interesting chats!
2012-10-01T09:25:Today @Quintossential is reporting for us from #museumcamp #audioboo updates &amp; blog to follow. What would you like her to ask delegates
2012-10-01T09:26:Yay! makes travels interesting ;) RT @Sasha_Taylor: @nivims and we are on the wrong train again! Nivi! !!! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T09:27:RT @sounddelivery: RT @sounddelivery: Today @Quintossential is reporting for us from #museumcamp #audioboo updates &amp; blog to follow. What would you lik ...
2012-10-01T09:27:RT @sounddelivery: RT @sounddelivery: Today 100+ museum staff are in Brum discussing &amp; debating a wide range of issues &amp; ideas. Join in the convers ...
2012-10-01T09:28:Hurry up bus! Get me to #museumcamp!
2012-10-01T09:28:Hi to everyone going to #museumcamp today, wish I could be there too, enjoy the day &amp; all the cake ;-) @MarDixon
2012-10-01T09:29:With #museumideas and #letsgetreal in London and Brighton this week, #museumcamp was a bit too much for me! Hope it goes well @LSpurdle etc.
2012-10-01T09:31:Getting nearer, Tyseley now. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T09:35:@Museumcamp cupcakey goodness :D @ The Bond http://t.co/9aeBcoxb
2012-10-01T09:40:Bring us back some of that! RT @RachelCockett: And the cake has begun #museumcamp #cakecamp http://t.co/M6phu2dq
2012-10-01T09:41:On my way to @MuseumCamp why is it on a Monday!? Too tiered to be talkative!
2012-10-01T09:43:I think I may have gone a bit overboard on the cupcake decorating! ;) @museumcamp #museumcamp @ The Bond http://t.co/OM96Q7di
Getting lost!
2012-10-01T09:44: #museumcamp
2012-10-01T09:45:@samanthaself @MuseumCamp not sure there is actually a way ofgoing overboard when decorating cupcakes! Looks yummy!
2012-10-01T09:47:RT @OxfordASPIRE: RT @OxfordASPIRE: Bring us back some of that! RT @RachelCockett: And the cake has begun #museumcamp #cakecamp http://t.co/M6phu2dq
2012-10-01T09:47:Arrived at @MuseumCamp conference. Looking forward to the day.
2012-10-01T09:47:RT @sounddelivery: RT @sounddelivery: Today 100+ museum staff are in Brum discussing &amp; debating a wide range of issues &amp; ideas. Join in the convers ...
2012-10-01T09:53:Just arrived at #museumcamp looking forward to a good day
2012-10-01T09:53:@MarDixon good luck with museumcamp mar :)
2012-10-01T09:56:Disappointed I'm now not going to be able to make @MuseumCamp today as too much work on. Have fun there everyone, I'll keep an eye on tweets
2012-10-01T09:58:#museumcamp It's all coming along now. http://t.co/brMNo8UT
2012-10-01T09:59:Arrived @museumcamp. Already flunked the decorate-your-own-cupcake challenge #shamed
2012-10-01T10:00:I have failed the #museumcamp DIY cake-icing test. I think I need more coffee.
2012-10-01T10:02:Yay for @museumcamp #unconference #museumcamp (@ The Bond) http://t.co/fjUUYnD7
2012-10-01T10:03:RT @MarDixon: RT @MarDixon: #museumcamp It's all coming along now. http://t.co/brMNo8UT
2012-10-01T10:05:@thepenroom spookily being told how awesome you guys are and Nigel walks over! Are you omnipresent....or just at @museumcamp #museumcamp ;D
2012-10-01T10:06:Getting full and buzzy #museumcamp more hot water on way for coffee
2012-10-01T10:06:The gathering #museumcamp http://t.co/WisTOmpB
2012-10-01T10:07:RT @mdoness: RT @mdoness: Getting full and buzzy #museumcamp more hot water on way for coffee
2012-10-01T10:07:Blood caffeine level topped up, ready for #museumcamp!
2012-10-01T10:08:#museumcamp Ok - I turn around and even more people are here! Decorating cupcake is a hit :-) http://t.co/OctMPZDy
2012-10-01T10:11:RT @sounddelivery Today 100+ museum staff are in Brum discussing &amp; debating a wide range of issues and ideas. Join the convo via #museumcamp
2012-10-01T10:11:#museumcamp Best Cupcake Ever!! by @quintessential http://t.co/KVTsnB4Q
2012-10-01T10:11:We are at #museumcamp in Birmingham. No idea what is going to happen next!
2012-10-01T10:16:At #museumcamp (@ The Bond w/ 2 others) http://t.co/yeWIYisU
2012-10-01T10:16:@willperrin opening #museumcamp http://t.co/wsuNQwEJ
2012-10-01T10:17:#museumcamp And we're off! Lots of hands when asked if they didn't know what the day was about - ha! http://t.co/yGr4v4E6
2012-10-01T10:18:@willperrin intro to #museumcamp this event a word of mouth/twitter day... And you have come .hoorah
2012-10-01T10:18:RT @MarDixon: RT @MarDixon: #museumcamp And we're off! Lots of hands when asked if they didn't know what the day was about - ha! http://t.co/yGr4v4E6
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2012-10-01T10:19:Surrounded by "The most glorious industrial history..." @willperrin This is Digbeth! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T10:20:Introduction time at #museumcamp lead by @willperrin
2012-10-01T10:21:Attending @museumcamp conference today in Birmingham
2012-10-01T10:21:would it be rude if I snuck in at the back of #museumcamp ?
2012-10-01T10:22:It’s time for introductions #museumcamp
2012-10-01T10:22:Everyone at #museumcamp now introducing themselves, all 100 of them!
2012-10-01T10:24:Everyone is introducing themselves @museumcamp #museumcamp @ The Bond http://t.co/JvB53QgD
2012-10-01T10:24:#museumcamp Everyone introducing themselves. Lots of different things wanted from today. Great!!
2012-10-01T10:24:Oxford Access Birmingham Curator Cambridge Warwick Glasgow Ironbridge Stratford Collections Staffordshire Walsall Learning all @museumcamp
2012-10-01T10:25:#museumcamp I really need to thanks All sponsors especially @museumnext and @HappyMuseum for their sponsorships. THANK YOU!!
2012-10-01T10:25:#museumcamp hoping to spread the message of #CityCampcoventry 19-21 Oct http://t.co/eFo1Oypu
2012-10-01T10:26:RT @MarDixon: RT @MarDixon: #museumcamp I really need to thanks All sponsors especially @museumnext and @HappyMuseum for their sponsorships. THANK YOU!!
2012-10-01T10:26:RT @Sasha_Taylor: RT @Sasha_Taylor: #museumcamp hoping to spread the message of #CityCampcoventry 19-21 Oct http://t.co/eFo1Oypu
2012-10-01T10:27:Nottingham Engagement Coventry Wikipedian Herefordshire Digital disruption Brighton Being nosy Arts Council Brown signs all @museumcamp
2012-10-01T10:27:“@Sasha_Taylor: #museumcamp hoping to spread the message of #CityCampcoventry 19-21 Oct http://t.co/FmZdjGuV” For #localgov tweeple
2012-10-01T10:28:There are people from Glasgow and Brighton at #museumcamp in Birmingham
2012-10-01T10:28:So far so good! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T10:29:Everyone introducing themselves at #museumcamp
2012-10-01T10:29:Cake! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T10:29:RT @Sasha_Taylor: RT @Sasha_Taylor: #museumcamp hoping to spread the message of #CityCampcoventry 19-21 Oct http://t.co/eFo1Oypu
2012-10-01T10:30:And someone from Belgium! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T10:30:Poole Belgium! Job seekers Wolverhampton English Heritage Shropshire Museums Association Inspiration Worcestershire Germany all @museumcamp
2012-10-01T10:30:Lovely to catch up with the @thepenroom @PooleMuseum at #museumcamp
2012-10-01T10:31:RT @Sasha_Taylor: RT @Sasha_Taylor: #museumcamp hoping to spread the message of #CityCampcoventry 19-21 Oct http://t.co/eFo1Oypu
2012-10-01T10:32:RT @Sasha_Taylor: RT @Sasha_Taylor: #museumcamp hoping to spread the message of #CityCampcoventry 19-21 Oct http://t.co/eFo1Oypu
2012-10-01T10:32:Speak up guys! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T10:32:"@pigsonthewing: There are people from Glasgow and Brighton at #museumcamp in Birmingham" shows what a great topic this is
2012-10-01T10:33:#museumcamp ers have a great day! Should be an interesting follow this evening (Australian time) #museumed #Museums
2012-10-01T10:33:Apparently, @podnosh is here to "inhale some history". I like it #museumcamp
2012-10-01T10:33:Already forgot Wifi details. Help? Anyone? ;) #museumcamp
2012-10-01T10:34:So many ppl I know from #Twitter at #museumcamp. Need to learn real names.
2012-10-01T10:34:RT @siwhitehouse: RT @siwhitehouse: Apparently, @podnosh is here to "inhale some history". I like it #museumcamp
2012-10-01T10:34:#museumcamp the sponsors of the cake have got a round of applause
2012-10-01T10:35:RT @Sasha_Taylor: RT @Sasha_Taylor: "@pigsonthewing: There are people from Glasgow and Brighton at #museumcamp in Birmingham" shows what a great topic this is
2012-10-01T10:35:Majority of museum campers admit they don't really know what they're in for. Should be an interesting day! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T10:35:So glad mdos and marches network are here on gorcr and sponsoring #museumcamp
2012-10-01T10:36:Lots of people here at #museumcamp http://t.co/OaM97aa1
2012-10-01T10:36:@MuseumCamp Interesting start, would love to talk to all the people from Warwickshire especially'
2012-10-01T10:36:Hope it goes well! MT @MarDixon: #museumcamp I really need to thanks All sponsors especially @museumnext and @HappyMuseum. THANK YOU!!
2012-10-01T10:37:@MarDixon wish I was there #museumcamp
2012-10-01T10:37:#museumcamp Just started to look for discussion topics. Teens in museums. Inclusive tactics.
2012-10-01T10:37:Have a great time at #museumcamp today - looks like a brilliant event and enjoy the cake!
2012-10-01T10:38:At #museumcamp with lots of content rich peeps - hoping to disrupt a little
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2012-10-01T10:39:Watching newish dad @willperrin perform beautifully on too little sleep #museumcamp
2012-10-01T10:39:Agenda is just about to be agreed! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T10:39:I've pitched a #museumcamp session on Wikipedia &amp; open content. Do join us!
2012-10-01T10:40:It's going to be a busy day! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T10:40:I just bought: 'Museum Without Walls' by Jonathan Meades via @KindleUK So should @campbellhowes #museumcamp #mosialong http://t.co/6b5Qe1zj
2012-10-01T10:43:RT @Sasha_Taylor: RT @Sasha_Taylor: "@pigsonthewing: There are people from Glasgow and Brighton at #museumcamp in Birmingham" shows what a great topic this is
2012-10-01T10:43:Pitched for make &amp; do session on #accessible maps &amp; pictures at #museumcamp. Got tactile samples so easy to show &amp; tell as well.
2012-10-01T10:43:They are queuing up to talk #museumcamp http://t.co/pJuqWtUC
2012-10-01T10:44:People making their pitches for sessions at #museumcamp: http://t.co/VPss0OtV
2012-10-01T10:45:Going to be busy today, so far I want to go to everything #museumcamp
2012-10-01T10:47:#museumcamp Am I allow to say how amazed I am that so many came today? http://t.co/54IQxYmk
2012-10-01T10:47:#museumcamp Is that this your very best? http://t.co/kvuRGpvQ
2012-10-01T10:47:RT @WolvArtGallery: RT @WolvArtGallery: Lots of people here at #museumcamp http://t.co/OaM97aa1
2012-10-01T10:47:#museumcamp LMAO FunnyShit http://t.co/gYckwydm
2012-10-01T10:47:#museumcamp Geez... Is that this for real? http://t.co/sV5IaQEe
2012-10-01T10:47:Audioboo: @MarDixon talks about @museumcamp, the need for it... and cake! http://t.co/L5Sro9sK #museumcamp #museum
2012-10-01T10:47:Sue wants to talk about "Two conkers that look like womens bums" or Evaluation!! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T10:53:If ur interested in digital stuff in a museums context then #museumcamp is the hashtag to watch today - unconference event in B'ham
2012-10-01T10:53:@Lord_of_Pies @waylandtb nah, first rule of #museumcamp is eat cake
2012-10-01T11:07:RT @danslee: RT @danslee: Keeping a watching eye on the #museumcamp hashtag. Digital ideas for #localgov people who deal with museums. Hashtag of the ...
2012-10-01T11:08:Collections session with Kate Andrew #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:08:#museumcamp I must say i love this http://t.co/CFoxQPdS
2012-10-01T11:08:@LSpurdle @MarDixon Sorry I couldn't be there today. Sounds like it's going well! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:08:First session @rosieclarke on Museums at Night #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:09:RT @foodiesarah: Iinterested in digital stuff in a museums context? #museumcamp is the hashtag to watch today - unconference in B'ham
2012-10-01T11:09:Collections in flux...#museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:09:Phew. Just about managed to get CollectionsBase popup @MuseumCamp #museumcamp . If you want to talk #musetech digital heritage see me :-)
2012-10-01T11:10:RT @vickybarlo: RT @vickybarlo: First session @rosieclarke on Museums at Night #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:10:RT @OisinTheDeer: RT @OisinTheDeer: Collections session with Kate Andrew #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:11:Do we need a new national collection survey #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:11:Conservation and Museums manager, Victoria, at #museumcamp in Birmingham learning and being inspired with new ideas.
2012-10-01T11:12:#museumcamp about to evaluate conkers that look like bums!
2012-10-01T11:12:Canals, graffiti and museum discussions galore - and my favourite thing, the people behind the brown signs #museumcamp http://t.co/IRzHLbH8
2012-10-01T11:13:RT @foodiesarah: RT @foodiesarah: If ur interested in digital stuff in a museums context then #museumcamp is the hashtag to watch today - unconference ev ...
2012-10-01T11:14:sitting in on my first #museumcamp session, digital without screens
2012-10-01T11:14:Phew. First session sorted. Think everyone has got to the Icebox the Conservatory the Studio the Gallery the Waterside etc #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:14:Volunteer power at the coal face #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:15:Looking at ideas for events and how to manage the resourcing. £45 for a sleepover? #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:15:Cornucopia on ice..#museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:15:"Hooking a monkey up to a motion sensor" Nikki talking about her recent installation at Coventry Artspace #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:16:RT @siwhitehouse: RT @siwhitehouse: "Hooking a monkey up to a motion sensor" Nikki talking about her recent installation at Coventry Artspace #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:16:RT @pigsonthewing: RT @pigsonthewing: There are people from Glasgow and Brighton at #museumcamp in Birmingham
2012-10-01T11:17:RT @danslee: RT @danslee: Keeping a watching eye on the #museumcamp hashtag. Digital ideas for #localgov people who deal with museums. Hashtag of the ...
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2012-10-01T11:17:Now in a very full Icebox hearing artist @NikkiPugh discussing her experience with non-screen digital opportunities #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:18:RT @lovebrownsigns: RT @lovebrownsigns: Canals, graffiti and museum discussions galore - and my favourite thing, the people behind the brown signs #museumca ...
2012-10-01T11:18:Artist Nikki Pugh uses mini computers for spatial play in museums #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:20:#museumcamp 40% of those with dyslexia have visual stress but not just associated with those with dyslexia
2012-10-01T11:20:#museumcamp talking about fonts, way text is written, use technology etc ... Examples being mentioned
2012-10-01T11:20:#museumcamp talking about audio guide that is interactive and engaging
2012-10-01T11:20:#museumcamp talking about museums and those with visual impairments ...
2012-10-01T11:21:#museumcamp Talking @teensinmuseums with this session. Dealing with engagement, FOH, getting in doors, etc http://t.co/2pY4fHvW
2012-10-01T11:21:Talking about visual stress tools ... http://t.co/dosuKZ8C #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:21:Creative Alliance offered cake as a prize at an event and social media went mad for it! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:21:RT @Sasha_Taylor: RT @Sasha_Taylor: #museumcamp talking about audio guide that is interactive and engaging
2012-10-01T11:22:RT @vickybarlo: RT @vickybarlo: Looking at ideas for events and how to manage the resourcing. £45 for a sleepover? #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:22:#museumcamp talking about Access Guide for museums being created &lt;- sounds a great initiative
2012-10-01T11:23:We're talking #youngpeople in museums. Co-creating seems to be a great way forward #museumcamp cc @littlewolfofLDN
2012-10-01T11:24:inevitably it comes down to resources...#museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:24:#museumcamp Organisers: please note that Gallery room has only 13 seats (not 25 as listed). Need bigger room for Wikipedia session?
2012-10-01T11:25:#museumcamp talking about changing the colour that is used to highlight label or item so that it appeals to many people with visual stress
2012-10-01T11:25:#museumcamp also examples of using mobile phones for young people to make the museum engaging and interactive to them
2012-10-01T11:26:#museumcamp example museum being mentioned that only provides free resources to those that are blind ... What about the people in between??
2012-10-01T11:26:Slightly distracted by narrow boats going by the window! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:28+#museumcamp also examples of using mobile phones for young people to make the museum engaging and interactive to them.
2012-10-01T11:28+#museumcamp Quality cataloguing and digitisation is hampered by lack of resources. How to demonstrate benefits?
2012-10-01T11:29:Museums are as much about watching people as looking at things in cases - says Rachel Sevhami #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:29:#museumcamp Take high res images; even if your immediate need is only for low res. Saves having to redo.
2012-10-01T11:30:#museumcamp 4% of people in uk are effected by visual stress
2012-10-01T11:31:Don't forget WM Fast Forward survey #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:33:@Sasha_Taylor that’s interesting to know. Wonder what techniques are used to include people with low vision #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:34:#museumcamp information within museums should be aimed at 10-11yr old English level to succeed ... Ie simple English
2012-10-01T11:34:RT @foodiesarah: RT @foodiesarah: If ur interested in digital stuff in a museums context then #museumcamp is the hashtag to watch today - unconference ev ...
2012-10-01T11:35:Interesting ideas on how to use digital to enhance a museum experiences without using a screen #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:35:#museumcamp I have some free copies of http://t.co/8byuLyvf for museums in Staffs, Warks, Worcs &amp; W. Mids, courtesy of @WMBirdClub
2012-10-01T11:35:#museumcamp many of the museum visitors are those of an older age but they do not see themselves as disabled even though 40% are.
2012-10-01T11:35:How can small rural museums get people to come along at night? What if your audience isn't social media savvy? #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:36:Using Post-It notes, silly hats and balloons can give people the excuse to act a bit out of the ordinary says Nikki #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:36:Thin I may be in the same room as @OisinTheDeer! #MuseumCamp
2012-10-01T11:37:Don't forget that schools are often delighted to be approached. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:38:discussing does ACE understand scope challenge of national access to collection level descriptions eg FastForward #museumcamp @jon_pratty
2012-10-01T11:38:Concentrate! Or maybe distraction is what it's about! RT @vickybarlo: Slightly distracted by narrow boats going by the window! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:39:RT @pigsonthewing: RT @pigsonthewing: #museumcamp Quality cataloguing and digitisation is hampered by lack of resources. How to demonstrate benefits?
2012-10-01T11:40:@pigsonthewing yes. Wikipedian's + ...will be in the Conservatory now (11:45 with @pigsonthewing) #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:40:OH: "There was expertise, even though it was volunteer expertise" #MuseumCamp
2012-10-01T11:40:#museumcamp back to basics? Simple lists. What have we got?
2012-10-01T11:41:#museumcamp signs now on or by doors for all sessions 11:45 &amp; 1:30 &amp; 2:15.
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2012-10-01T11:42:@pigsonthewing So it just about counts then? #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:42:Extend Fast Forward scheme to other regions? #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:43:#museumcamp allow people to choose how they wish to engage with the museum ... Don't highlight them with a learning disability!
2012-10-01T11:43:RT @ojleaf: RT @ojleaf: discussing does ACE understand scope challenge of national access to collection level descriptions eg FastForward #museumcam ...
2012-10-01T11:43:#MuseumCamp Wikipedia + open content session will be in the Conservatory at 11:45.
2012-10-01T11:43:RT @vickybarlo: RT @vickybarlo: How can small rural museums get people to come along at night? What if your audience isn't social media savvy? #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:44:RT @alysonf: RT @alysonf: Heading to Digbeth for @MuseumCamp: http://t.co/NERL7j6Y - Interested in Arduino / printed electronics? Come say hi.
2012-10-01T11:44:RT @Sasha_Taylor: RT @Sasha_Taylor: #museumcamp many of the museum visitors are those of an older age but they do not see themselves as disabled even thou ...
2012-10-01T11:44:#museumcamp interesting to hear how much museums stil rely on screen based digital access. We need fully sensory and emotive experiences!
11:45
The Gatehouse - Redesigning Museums 20/20 with Maurice Davies.
Waterside - Data sharing with Culture 24.

RachelCockett
nivims

2012-10-01T11:44: #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:44:RT @Sasha_Taylor: RT @Sasha_Taylor: #museumcamp allow people to choose how they wish to engage with the museum ... Don't highlight them with a learning di ...
RT @RachelCockett: RT @RachelCockett: 11:45
The Gatehouse - Redesigning Museums 20/20 with Maurice Davies.
Waterside - Data sharing with Culture 24.

OxfordASPIRE
MarDixon

2012-10-01T11:45: #mu ...
2012-10-01T11:45:#museumcamp Great @teensinmuseums discussion - get them in the door, co-curator, go to them.
11:45
Conservatory - Wikipedians and more with @pigsonthewing
Gallery - Leadership with Bob McDermid

RachelCockett
JonathanLloyd
Sasha_Taylor
littlewolfofLDN
GemmaPhelan
Sasha_Taylor

2012-10-01T11:45: #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:46:@GemmaPhelan a hashtag for you #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:46:#museumcamp talking about automated voices ... Now getting better and becoming more human
2012-10-01T11:46:@sounddelivery it doubles/triples the process timescale, but the result is rewarding to everyone involved #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:47:RT @JonathanLloyd a hashtag for you #museumcamp &gt;&gt; this is interesting, @peter_ride have you seen this cc @Hassanmirza
2012-10-01T11:47:#museumcamp problems with Jaws software which is expensive for the errors that it has ... Free resources maybe better
11:45
Board Room - volunteers and then some
Ice Box - Setting up museums w/ Gemma Tynan
Studio - Apprentices plus w/ Iris

RachelCockett
pigsonthewing
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2012-10-01T11:47: #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:48:RT @vickybarlo: Slightly distracted by narrow boats going by the window! #museumcamp &lt; Welcome to Birmingham!
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2012-10-01T11:50:@MarDixon Sorry I couldn't make MuseumCamp today - things got in the way. Let me know about the next on though, still interested in coming!
2012-10-01T11:50:RT @foodiesarah: RT @foodiesarah: If ur interested in digital stuff in a museums context then #museumcamp is the hashtag to watch today - unconference ev ...
2012-10-01T11:53:Wikipedia time with @pigsonthewing. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:53:Next up volunteering and volunteer retention #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:54:#museumcamp @pigsonthewing now running a session about Wikipedia and qr codes
2012-10-01T11:56:#museumcamp @pigsonthewing asking who uses, edits and edits for their museum on Wikipedia ... Good show of hands ... Promising
2012-10-01T11:56:The danger of vol groups getting down to a small core group who do everything and get worn out. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:57:Wikipedia, not for self-promotion! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:57:#museumcamp @pigsonthewing train internal staff on how to use Wikipedia ... They run many events on how to do this.
2012-10-01T11:57:Volunteer power; again...#museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:58:RT @OisinTheDeer: RT @OisinTheDeer: Wikipedia, not for self-promotion! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:58:Hearing about the situation in Nottingham museums. Such a sad decline for a once vibrant service. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:58:#museumcamp the schedule &gt;&gt; http://t.co/eRG0rs4L
2012-10-01T11:58:Well beingy :a new term for what museums do...Maurice Davies #museumcamp
2012-10-01T11:58:#museumcamp Wikipedia works within the rules of copyright ... They are not pirates says @pigsonthewing
2012-10-01T11:59:#Museumcamp is buzzing! :)
2012-10-01T11:59:Got to a #museumcamp session OMG! So @pigsonthewing on the Wikipedian community and open source and QR (argh!).
2012-10-01T11:59:Mar Dixon on organising museum camp http://t.co/CXijOKk6 via @audioboo #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:00:Wikisource; uploading original texts #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:00:#museumcamp and yes @pigsonthewing now talking about QR codes ! But good example being handed round the group
2012-10-01T12:00:RT @willperrin: RT @willperrin: Mar Dixon on organising museum camp http://t.co/CXijOKk6 via @audioboo #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:00:RT @peskypeople: RT @peskypeople: #museumcamp the schedule &gt;&gt; http://t.co/eRG0rs4L
2012-10-01T12:01:#museumcamp there is a great project that came out of #citycampbrighton #ccbtn where QR codes are being used for black history info
2012-10-01T12:01:I so hate #QR codes #museumcamp Ironically both inaccessible to visually impaired &amp; visually ugly.
2012-10-01T12:01:It's 9pm in Sydney guys, but check out #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:01:RT @mdoness: RT @mdoness: Well beingy :a new term for what museums do...Maurice Davies #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:01:Now with Maurice Davies discussing Museums 2020 and in our group how we can engage with health and well being agendas #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:01:#museumcamp @pigsonthewing now talking about the great use of QR linked to your mobile phone ... It can recognise your language &amp; serve ...
2012-10-01T12:02:Interesting to hear from people wanting to do more with their data. What might museums #opendata consist of? #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:02:#museumcamp the correct language Wikipedia page for that item ... These are human and not google translated
2012-10-01T12:02:Gutted not to be at #museumcamp. Sounds fascinating &amp; fun. But course outlines and reading lists won't write themselves :(
2012-10-01T12:03:I mainly liked that it was ceramic! MT @Sasha_Taylor: #museumcamp yes @pigsonthewing now talking about QR! Good example handed round...
2012-10-01T12:04:RT @willperrin: RT @willperrin: Mar Dixon on organising museum camp http://t.co/CXijOKk6 via @audioboo #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:05:RT @OisinTheDeer: RT @OisinTheDeer: Wikipedia time with @pigsonthewing. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:05:Please look at schedule (lunch next ... W cake!!) RT @peskypeople: #museumcamp the schedule &gt;&gt; http://t.co/JaAa4kDa
2012-10-01T12:05:@pigsonthewing showing his vast network of wiki collaborators by saying he has contact in places such as Russia! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:05:We're talking about museum volunteers at #museumcamp in Birmingham Good idea to approach local colleges and unis for volunteers
2012-10-01T12:05:@MuseumCamp Just had a fascinating chat about #teensinmuseums. My tuppence..never assume what teens want. They will always surprise you!
2012-10-01T12:06:Studious listening to @pigsonthewing at #museumcamp. http://t.co/1Xy5fvOD
2012-10-01T12:06:#museumcamp @pigsonthewing talking about a wiki event coming up in Coventry soon - editing/creating articles @citycampcov
2012-10-01T12:07:Qrpedia site; must investigate #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:07:RT @peskypeople: RT @peskypeople: #museumcamp the schedule &gt;&gt; http://t.co/eRG0rs4L
2012-10-01T12:07:RT @sounddelivery: RT @sounddelivery: We're talking #youngpeople in museums. Co-creating seems to be a great way forward #museumcamp cc @littlewolfofLDN
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2012-10-01T12:07:RT @Sasha_Taylor: RT @Sasha_Taylor: #museumcamp @pigsonthewing talking about a wiki event coming up in Coventry soon - editing/creating articles @citycampcov
2012-10-01T12:10:#museumcamp @pigsonthewing talking about open licence of photos as these will support blogs written about the museum
2012-10-01T12:11:@Sasha_Taylor @pigsonthewing yes, ugly, useless for many ppl who can't see them, or don't have right app/phone. #QR #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:11:Audioboo: Rosie @culture24 talks about what she wants from today @museumcamp http://t.co/68F33AjU #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:11+#museumcamp @pigsonthewing public sector photos should be make open licence for general use ... Reason I am adding to my strategy :-)
2012-10-01T12:12:#museumcamp - Wikipedia QR codes for museums and public buildings.
2012-10-01T12:12:Should we freely release hi-res images of our collections? #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:12:#museumcamp @pigsonthewing article about Open Licence Photos : http://t.co/bXx7Ny6M
2012-10-01T12:12:'Reward pack' incentive for volunteers #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:12:“@OisinTheDeer: Should we freely release hi-res images of our collections? #museumcamp” yes!
2012-10-01T12:13:Where do schools go online when they are planning their school trips? #museumcamp Is it Culture24?
2012-10-01T12:13:#museumcamp @willperrin talking about orgs placing information onto Flickr ... Reaching wider audience, higher in search engines etc
2012-10-01T12:14:How do you get more volunteers? Reward scheme? Young offenders? #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:14:Making info available on Wiki is good but perhaps personalisation needed for comprehensibility. Does #summly exist yet? #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:15:@pigsonthewing talking about images licensing. Great advice on documenting research for blog posts &amp; Wikipedia #Museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:15:@Acuity_Design @pigsonthewing agree not using them without toolset but it is about making it more inclusive not exclusion surely #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:15:RT @Sasha_Taylor: RT @Sasha_Taylor: #museumcamp @willperrin talking about orgs placing information onto Flickr ... Reaching wider audience, higher in sear ...
2012-10-01T12:15:Great question! #MuseumMonday “@OisinTheDeer: Should we freely release hi-res images of our collections? #museumcamp”
2012-10-01T12:16:Do curators know best? #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:16:“@siwhitehouse: Where do schools go online when they are planning their school trips? #museumcamp Is it Culture24?”@lct1969
2012-10-01T12:16:RT @Sasha_Taylor: “@siwhitehouse: Where do schools go online when they are planning their school trips? #museumcamp Is it Culture24?”
2012-10-01T12:16:@DarrylMagher That's certainly one set that we are discussing #museumcamp What do you mean by links to school sites?
2012-10-01T12:17:@Sasha_Taylor great live tweeting from #museumcamp. Keep up the good work
2012-10-01T12:18:@Sasha_Taylor @pigsonthewing problem ppl talk of #QR code as huge solution without considering it is only a data event trigger. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:18:Talking health and wellbeing and collections at #museumcamp - headline for museum 2020
2012-10-01T12:18+#museumcamp @pigsonthewing saying national archive in US 4million views of pic, on their website around 10k &lt;-wow. Especially if linked back
2012-10-01T12:19:#museumcamp @pigsonthewing wiki articles are reusable by orgs, students, private sector etc as it is open source
2012-10-01T12:20:@Acuity_Design @pigsonthewing for me it is another tool that we should consider along with the others to make info inclusive #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:20:RT @johnpopham: RT @johnpopham: RT @Sasha_Taylor: “@siwhitehouse: Where do schools go online when they are planning their school trips? #museumcamp Is i ...
2012-10-01T12:20:Readability, readability, readability. Curated content must be adaptable to user need. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:20:Great group getting to grips with developing volunteers #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:21:Go @MarDixon! (cc @AboutLondon) RT @willperrin: Mar Dixon on organising museum camp http://t.co/wQ4tVD4Q via @audioboo #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:22:Mar rocks! And stresses the importance of cake. RT @willperrin: @MarDixon on organising museum camp http://t.co/xmXAE1z2 #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:22:“@mannyc: @Sasha_Taylor great live tweeting from #museumcamp. Keep up the good work” thanks
2012-10-01T12:23:@Acuity_Design @Sasha_Taylor @pigsonthewing qrcodes are not the answer to everything, but can be a useful tool #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:23:#museumcamp strong debate now in relation to copyright ... ie of something of a person who has died over 50yrs ago etc
2012-10-01T12:23:Finally heading to @MuseumCamp hope someone saved me a cake
2012-10-01T12:23:@Sasha_Taylor @pigsonthewing problem ppl talk of #QR code as solution without considering it is only a data event trigger. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:23:Interesting day @museumcamp so far. Reppin @sounddelivery and #Junction @littlewolfofLDN @LucieinLondon #youngpeople #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:24:#museumcamp seems that most people are confused about the copyright issue and perhaps these needs to be simplified?? Who owns this issue?
2012-10-01T12:25:#museumcamp @rachelcockett stating that she moved Birmingham museum away from not allowing people to take photos of items in museum &lt;- great
2012-10-01T12:25:RT @sounddelivery: Audioboo: @MarDixon talks about @museumcamp, the need for it... and cake! http://t.co/Cc2P2A3W #museumcamp #museum
2012-10-01T12:26:@Sasha_Taylor bring your own device for photos, audio, wiki access is problem for museums who think of those as income streams. #museumcamp
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2012-10-01T12:26:RT @Sasha_Taylor: RT @Sasha_Taylor: #museumcamp @rachelcockett stating that she moved Birmingham museum away from not allowing people to take photos of it ...
2012-10-01T12:26:@mannyc @acuity_design @pigsonthewing exactly ... About utilising many toolsets to get the information out to widest audience #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:27:@lizzie_taylor It is indeed complex. This is Museum conference. How to find new people is an issue #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:27:@Acuity_Design agree ... But then they have excluded me from the museum as no longer interested #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:28:@AboutLondon agreed! Great event so far @MarDixon has a great energy and I applaud her love of #cake #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:29:Wikipedia; fact or opinion. Cite your sources! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:29:@Quintossential @museumcamp @sounddelivery looking forward to hearing about it tonight. I have lots of Questions!
2012-10-01T12:29:@willperrin &amp; @Quintossential social reporting from #museumcamp - great to hear the audioboos.
2012-10-01T12:30:@Sasha_Taylor museums have odd ideas of what humans shld do in them. Our ability to recorded &amp; access info anytime/where is new #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:31:@Acuity_Design new to many areas of public sector also :-) #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:32:Let's Get Real - http://t.co/5G8VhycC - a report from Culture24 How to evaluate success online?’ #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:32:@Tiggerlet @museumcamp no, we've eat them all
2012-10-01T12:33:Discussing how museums can help improve health &amp; wellbeing and what needs to done #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:35:Wiki risks high noise to information ratio. Already seen in Open Streets Maps #osm in some areas. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:36:Talking pallets now! There's considerable difference between the UK and US models... #timeforlunch #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:37:Brilliant tips from @RosieClarke of @Culture24 on events organisation on a shoestring at #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:37:#museumcamp missed 2nd session setting up food. There is two sides of this room .... #cake. http://t.co/LZFpIlKq
2012-10-01T12:39:RT @Sasha_Taylor: RT @Sasha_Taylor: #museumcamp seems that most people are confused about the copyright issue and perhaps these needs to be simplified?? W ...
2012-10-01T12:40:RT @AboutLondon: RT @AboutLondon: Mar rocks! And stresses the importance of cake. RT @willperrin: @MarDixon on organising museum camp http://t.co/xmXAE1z ...
2012-10-01T12:40+RT @mannyc: RT @mannyc: @Acuity_Design @Sasha_Taylor @pigsonthewing qrcodes are not the answer to everything, but can be a useful tool #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:42:Woah! When @mardixon says #cake she means #cake #museumcamp @ The Bond http://t.co/29p71tTz
2012-10-01T12:43:Lots of constructive stuff to take back to NIM from the 20 or so people who took part in volunteering session. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:43:RT @mannyc: RT @mannyc: @Sasha_Taylor great live tweeting from #museumcamp. Keep up the good work
2012-10-01T12:49:@Sasha_Taylor #museumcamp I'd like to bring audio guides grounds @comptonverney Any company or equipment suggestions much appreciated?!
2012-10-01T12:56:RT @nivims: RT @nivims: @pigsonthewing talking about images licensing. Great advice on documenting research for blog posts &amp; Wikipedia #Museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:56:RT @siwhitehouse: RT @siwhitehouse: Where do schools go online when they are planning their school trips? #museumcamp Is it Culture24?
2012-10-01T12:57:RT @Quintossential: RT @Quintossential: Woah! When @mardixon says #cake she means #cake #museumcamp @ The Bond http://t.co/29p71tTz
2012-10-01T12:57:We are at #museumcamp today! Digital ideas for #localgov people who deal with museums. Follow @TalulahTankhead for updates :)
2012-10-01T12:57:RT @samanthaself: RT @samanthaself: @MuseumCamp Just had a fascinating chat about #teensinmuseums. My tuppence..never assume what teens want. They will al ...
2012-10-01T12:57:Mmm cake! Save me some? :-P RT @Quintossential Woah! When @mardixon says #cake she means #cake #museumcamp @ The Bond http://t.co/rMTuXp7J
2012-10-01T12:59:RT @siwhitehouse: RT @siwhitehouse: Let's Get Real - http://t.co/5G8VhycC - a report from Culture24 How to evaluate success online?’ #museumcamp
2012-10-01T12:59:RT @Acuity_Design: RT @Acuity_Design: @Sasha_Taylor bring your own device for photos, audio, wiki access is problem for museums who think of those as incom ...
2012-10-01T13:00:@ojleaf what is #museumcamp ? Just so I have some context - sounds interesting.
2012-10-01T13:01:We told you there'd be cake #museumcamp http://t.co/nCN7Ll1w
2012-10-01T13:02:Sad I can't be at #museumcamp. It sounds great AND there's cake! I'm enjoying the tweets from @RachelCockett @mdoness and @MarDixon
2012-10-01T13:02:One of my other eyes is on #museumcamp
2012-10-01T13:04:RT @SGLearnNetworks Keeping one eye on #7cities hashtag today. &lt;&lt; one of my other eyes is on #museumcamp
2012-10-01T13:06:RT @lelil: RT @lelil: RT @SGLearnNetworks Keeping one eye on #7cities hashtag today. &lt;&lt; one of my other eyes is on #museumcamp
2012-10-01T13:07:RT @MuseumMinute: RT @MuseumMinute: Great question! #MuseumMonday “@OisinTheDeer: Should we freely release hi-res images of our collections? #museumcamp”
2012-10-01T13:08:Puffles (*waves*) to everyone at #MuseumCamp - will have to chase Cambridgeshire museums to get more to go to the next one :-)
2012-10-01T13:11:RT @Sasha_Taylor: RT @Sasha_Taylor: #museumcamp @rachelcockett stating that she moved Birmingham museum away from not allowing people to take photos of it ...
2012-10-01T13:11:RT @AboutLondon: RT @AboutLondon: Mar rocks! And stresses the importance of cake. RT @willperrin: @MarDixon on organising museum camp http://t.co/xmXAE1z ...
2012-10-01T13:12:Lunch is nearly over #museumcamp http://t.co/BPJ2mnlL
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2012-10-01T13:13:RT @mdoness: RT @mdoness: We told you there'd be cake #museumcamp http://t.co/nCN7Ll1w
2012-10-01T13:13:RT @Sasha_Taylor: RT @Sasha_Taylor: #museumcamp @pigsonthewing article about Open Licence Photos : http://t.co/bXx7Ny6M
2012-10-01T13:17:very fortunate to have @museumcamp on our digbeth doorstep - thanks @mdoness
#museumcamp
1:30
Gatehouse-Revenue streams
Waterside-Tourism
Conservatory-online cataloging
Gallery-No bull

RachelCockett
fredgarnett

2012-10-01T13:17: Board Rm-Gaming
2012-10-01T13:18:Hope #museumcamp look @RunCoCo &amp; #mosialong attempts 2 develop #participative #curation Need more Participatory Museums http://t.co/lotJRyz5
#museumcamp
1:30
Ice box-Investing in communities in running museums
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2012-10-01T13:20: Studio-Impact of Cultural Olympiad
2012-10-01T13:20:Great lunch, thanks to #museumcamp
2012-10-01T13:25:Good coffee &amp; walnut #cake #museumcamp
2012-10-01T13:26:Lunchtime after some intense discussion @museumcamp
2012-10-01T13:27:Thought provoking discussion on creating performance within museums at #museumcamp. Visitors as spectators &amp; spectacle.
2012-10-01T13:27:#museumcamp discussing how service design can help museums engage with their hard to reach local communities... http://t.co/AA5WOKUv
2012-10-01T13:28:About to start my session on revenue streams #museumcamp
2012-10-01T13:30:RT @IntermezzoArts: RT @IntermezzoArts: About to start my session on revenue streams #museumcamp
2012-10-01T13:33:RT @mdoness: RT @mdoness: We told you there'd be cake #museumcamp http://t.co/nCN7Ll1w
2012-10-01T13:34:Looking at redesigning museums and playful learning #museumcamp lots of interesting conversations @MuseumCamp
2012-10-01T13:34:Loving the idea of an unbreakable collection #museumcamp
2012-10-01T13:35:Audioboo: What role could/should #youngpeople play in #Museum development? http://t.co/LbVgcPeM #museumcamp
2012-10-01T13:36:RT @Sasha_Taylor: RT @Sasha_Taylor: #museumcamp @rachelcockett stating that she moved Birmingham museum away from not allowing people to take photos of it ...
2012-10-01T13:37:RT @willperrin: RT @willperrin: Mar Dixon on organising museum camp http://t.co/CXijOKk6 via @audioboo #museumcamp
2012-10-01T13:37:RT @foodiesarah: RT @foodiesarah: If ur interested in digital stuff in a museums context then #museumcamp is the hashtag to watch today - unconference ev ...
2012-10-01T13:38:#museumcamp . Collections access online...
2012-10-01T13:39:Now Clare from @IntermezzoArts starting a session on revenue streams #museumcamp http://t.co/wU1uGj3t
2012-10-01T13:39:As promised in my #MuseumCamp Wikipedia session: "Open-licensing your images. What it means and how to do it" http://t.co/2533O5A4
2012-10-01T13:39+#museumcamp Carolyn Impact of Cultural Olympics sessions
2012-10-01T13:40:RT @pigsonthewing: RT @pigsonthewing: As promised in my #MuseumCamp Wikipedia session: "Open-licensing your images. What it means and how to do it" http:// ...
2012-10-01T13:40:#museumcamp Online collections; always a good thing? Catalogue or virtual exhibition?
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2012-10-01T13:41:Geotagging wordpress blogs @willperrin #museumcamp
2012-10-01T13:41:RT @pigsonthewing: RT @pigsonthewing: As promised in my #MuseumCamp Wikipedia session: "Open-licensing your images. What it means and how to do it" http:// ...
2012-10-01T13:41:#museumcamp @willperin giving presensation on augmented reality....where is @mike_rawlins?
2012-10-01T13:41:Great morning had at #museumcamp well done to @LSpurdle @mardixon @willperrin and team for organising, facilitating and inspiring great chat
2012-10-01T13:41:@Acuity_Design Our QRpedia #QR project has several proven successful installations: http://t.co/vGfcXKoF #museumcamp
2012-10-01T13:41:RT @MarDixon: RT @MarDixon: #museumcamp I really need to thanks All sponsors especially @museumnext and @HappyMuseum for their sponsorships. THANK YOU!!
2012-10-01T13:41:@cybrum cake - missed it #museumcamp
2012-10-01T13:42:Listening to @willperrin talking about battlefields, kebab shops and augmented reality #museumcamp #AR
2012-10-01T13:43:#museumcamp @nikkipugh talking about digital without screens http://t.co/8sQNO4Fy
2012-10-01T13:43:@pigsonthewing I'm not saying it can't work, just that there are a number of factors that need consideration #museumcamp
2012-10-01T13:44:@BecksM36 citycampcov http://t.co/eFo1Oypu 19-21 Oct would be great if you can get word out #museumcamp
2012-10-01T13:44:Online collections; content, content, content! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T13:44:Afternoon sessions beginning @museumcamp. Let's talk about good social media/digital media practice in #museums #museumcamp
2012-10-01T13:44:Corporates will value activities and events if they pay for them, such as guided tours. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T13:44:Great to meet @mannyc after years of tweeting. #MuseumCamp
2012-10-01T13:44:#museumcamp great and packed sessn by @willperrin ref augmented reality
2012-10-01T13:45:#museumcamp concept funded by NESTA and is available via Wordpress add in
2012-10-01T13:45:#museumcamp concept funded by NESTA and is available via Wordpress add in
2012-10-01T13:45:Don't let corporates go after they have had an event; keep in touch and tap into their corporate social responsibility. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T13:45:Participation #museumcamp: aren't authencity and authority just dead with #socmed &amp; deconstruction. Individual interpretation is guided
2012-10-01T13:46:Feeling inspired and getting some great ideas for developing our services at #museumcamp.
2012-10-01T13:47:#museumcamp @willperrin talking about how augmented reality has been used to provide overlay of information over battle field
2012-10-01T13:47:Ralking about the impact of the #CulturalOlympiad. Interesting to hear about other projects not just #Junction #museumcamp
2012-10-01T13:48:#museumcamp @nationalarbotitum seeing benefits of augmented reality for walks within its grounds ... Identify trees etc &lt;- great idea
2012-10-01T13:49:RT @Sasha_Taylor: RT @Sasha_Taylor: #museumcamp @rachelcockett stating that she moved Birmingham museum away from not allowing people to take photos of it ...
2012-10-01T13:49:#museumcamp augmented reality really only available via 3G or wifi so not always available in areas not covered... Limitations of the tech
2012-10-01T13:49:Museum staff should be more social and invite business people in for coffee, cake and tours, e.g. through chambers of commerce #museumcamp
2012-10-01T13:50:#museumcamp new augmented reality software out approx every 3-4 weeks &lt;- shows interest in this area
2012-10-01T13:51:#museumcamp branding is an issue with augmented reality products ... @willperrin is asking why you want app fully branded??
2012-10-01T13:52:Tourism session. Randomly follow Brown Signs. Discover more. Like an unconference an untour! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T13:52:Interesting AR discussion at #museumcamp about branding Layar Aurasma
2012-10-01T13:53:RT @RachelCockett: RT @RachelCockett: Tourism session. Randomly follow Brown Signs. Discover more. Like an unconference an untour! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T13:54:RT @Sasha_Taylor: RT @Sasha_Taylor: #museumcamp @rachelcockett stating that she moved Birmingham museum away from not allowing people to take photos of it ...
2012-10-01T13:55:@willperrin is the new advert about moving house an example if AR? #museumcamp It is becoming more mainstream
2012-10-01T13:55:@Sasha_Taylor was looking at AR for alt use on Friday. Layar to enable older ppl #museumcamp http://t.co/c1GNrbro
2012-10-01T13:56:Likewise RT @pigsonthewing Great to meet @mannyc after years of tweeting. #MuseumCamp
2012-10-01T13:57:Can play enable ppl to occupy dead public spaces. Interesting point #museumcamp
2012-10-01T13:59:RT @willperrin: RT @willperrin: Mar Dixon on organising museum camp http://t.co/CXijOKk6 via @audioboo #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:00:What if you can't get a Brown Sign? How does a visitor find the fascinating industrial heritage &amp; #streetart that is Digbeth? #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:00:For those in the #museumcamp AR presentation with a Black Country interest see museums and archives on http://t.co/Urq5AxVD
2012-10-01T14:01:RT @ojleaf: For those in the #museumcamp AR presentation with a Black Country interest see museums and archives on http://t.co/Bpl30f58 ^R
2012-10-01T14:02:RT @OisinTheDeer: RT @OisinTheDeer: Online collections; content, content, content! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:03:RT @pigsonthewing: RT @pigsonthewing: #museumcamp Quality cataloguing and digitisation is hampered by lack of resources. How to demonstrate benefits?
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2012-10-01T14:05:RT @RachelCockett: What if you can't get a Brown Sign? How does a visitor find the fascinating industrial heritage &lt; QRpedia! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:06:#museumcamp posing questions around the professionalisation of the museum and how this impacts the changing internal landscape of museums
2012-10-01T14:08:wishing i stayed at #museumcamp vehicle fire on m6 northbound. Engines off and not going anywhere......
2012-10-01T14:10:@GemmaDhami I wish you had, too - I wanted to say hello! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:10:We need to analyse what brings in net revenue and what doesn't to help free up creativity to do the things we should be doing #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:12:RT @ojleaf: RT @ojleaf: Interesting AR discussion at #museumcamp about branding Layar Aurasma
2012-10-01T14:12:RT @MichaelSpender: RT @MichaelSpender: We need to analyse what brings in net revenue and what doesn't to help free up creativity to do the things we should ...
2012-10-01T14:12:Looks like a personal interpretation either 1st or 2nd person it’s the best way to attract visitors to heritage / museum sites #Museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:12:“@GemmaDhami: wishing i stayed at #museumcamp vehicle fire on m6 northbound. Engines off and not going anywhere......”We are stuck here too
2012-10-01T14:13:RT @pigsonthewing: RT @pigsonthewing: As promised in my #MuseumCamp Wikipedia session: "Open-licensing your images. What it means and how to do it" http:// ...
2012-10-01T14:14:RT @pigsonthewing: RT @pigsonthewing: #museumcamp Quality cataloguing and digitisation is hampered by lack of resources. How to demonstrate benefits?
2012-10-01T14:14:http://t.co/qI06rKGF Augmented Reality: more than just balls on a screen, says @willperrin #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:16:Augmented reality next @MuseumCamp #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:16:Warwickshire County Council has an income generation working across culture #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:16:Talking Aurasma now with @willperrin #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:16:"@mike_rawlins: @Sasha_Taylor the Halifax app is #AR yes @willperrin" thought so #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:17:RT @MichaelSpender: RT @MichaelSpender: Warwickshire County Council has an income generation working across culture #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:18:@Acuity_Design sounds a good project :-) #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:18:RT @RachelCockett: RT @RachelCockett: Tourism session. Randomly follow Brown Signs. Discover more. Like an unconference an untour! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:19:Watch "The Lost Sport: 7-Circuits in 59.15 Seconds" on YouTube - https://t.co/NbO0s2GJ #museumcamp Pervasive games, budget = some chalk
2012-10-01T14:19:Gaming: think simple, familiar, family. Not expensive, not apps. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:24:Here we go with digital strategies, scoping and expectations, funding #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:25:RT @Sasha_Taylor: RT @Sasha_Taylor: #museumcamp @rachelcockett stating that she moved Birmingham museum away from not allowing people to take photos of it ...
2012-10-01T14:25+Earwigging reactions between sessions...no brain fatigue yet..cake must be helping #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:26+@thinktankmuseum good to see you this morning at #museumcamp - great to hear of progress
2012-10-01T14:29:#museumcamp (@ The Bond) [pic]: http://t.co/QhP1nvse
2012-10-01T14:29:Audioboo: atmosphere at #museumcamp abuzz with sharing ideas http://t.co/zI6AE5bn what do you want to talk about in #museums?
2012-10-01T14:29:RT @OisinTheDeer: RT @OisinTheDeer: Here we go with digital strategies, scoping and expectations, funding #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:30:#museumcamp @LSpurdle Talking about using social media in museums.
2012-10-01T14:31:@LSpurdle now introducing a session on how we measure social media success #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:32:RT @TalulahTankhead: RT @TalulahTankhead: #museumcamp discussing how service design can help museums engage with their hard to reach local communities... htt ...
2012-10-01T14:32:I've just heard the dreaded words "Lotus Notes" at #MuseumCamp
2012-10-01T14:33:@TalulahTankhead Thanks for the mention #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:33:@liquidblu_ http://t.co/RqLXtvN0 or http://t.co/kojC5UsA? @Sasha_Taylor #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:33:@lspurdle talking social media at #museumcamp http://t.co/ZdnLJpwp
2012-10-01T14:33:RT @MichaelSpender: RT @MichaelSpender: Now Clare from @IntermezzoArts starting a session on revenue streams #museumcamp http://t.co/wU1uGj3t
2012-10-01T14:34:@MichaelSpender Thanks for the mention &amp; photo. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:34:The session wall at #museumcamp great day here http://t.co/81Yrfpaw
2012-10-01T14:35:Arrrrrrgh!!!! RT @pigsonthewing: I've just heard the dreaded words "Lotus Notes" at #MuseumCamp
2012-10-01T14:35:RT @MichaelSpender: RT @MichaelSpender: @LSpurdle now introducing a session on how we measure social media success #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:35:Discussing Flickr group successes and failures. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:35:Use free stuff! Social media platforms; what's not to like? #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:36:RT @OisinTheDeer: RT @OisinTheDeer: Use free stuff! Social media platforms; what's not to like? #museumcamp
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2012-10-01T14:37:RT @OisinTheDeer: RT @OisinTheDeer: Use free stuff! Social media platforms; what's not to like? #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:37:RT @OisinTheDeer: RT @OisinTheDeer: Use free stuff! Social media platforms; what's not to like? #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:37:Go to where people are ie use Facebook rather than starting a shiny new website. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:38:"@pigsonthewing: I've just heard the dreaded words "Lotus Notes" at #MuseumCamp" Sorry!
2012-10-01T14:38:#museumcamp much discussion about online platforms.
2012-10-01T14:38:RT @vickybarlo: RT @vickybarlo: Go to where people are ie use Facebook rather than starting a shiny new website. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:39:RT @MichaelSpender: RT @MichaelSpender: @LSpurdle now introducing a session on how we measure social media success #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:39:#museumcamp Does your venue track social media and is it all about the numbers only and not engagement?
2012-10-01T14:39:@peterolding . Warwickshire CC going from Notes to Google as we tweet #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:40:We love FREE (what you got?) RT @OisinTheDeer: Use free stuff! Social media platforms; what's not to like? #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:42:Museum people are frustrated that they can't get people to do what they (the museum) want them to do online #MuseumCamp. Well no.
2012-10-01T14:43:@d2Culture @Luke_d2 hows it going at #museumcamp? All sounds good
2012-10-01T14:43:#museumcamp Do you ever ask visitor How did you gear about your venue?
2012-10-01T14:43:RT @RachelCockett: RT @RachelCockett: Museum people are frustrated that they can't get people to do what they (the museum) want them to do online #MuseumCa ...
2012-10-01T14:44:Lets Get Real from @Culture24 suggested that engagement on twitter doesn't translate into new visits #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:44:RT @vickybarlo: RT @vickybarlo: Go to where people are ie use Facebook rather than starting a shiny new website. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:45:Is Twitter just museums spamming each other?!!!! I hope not. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:45:RT @MichaelSpender: RT @MichaelSpender: Lets Get Real from @Culture24 suggested that engagement on twitter doesn't translate into new visits #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:46:I think we need both RT @vickybarlo: Go to where people are ie use Facebook rather than starting a shiny new website. #museumcamp
Links for #museumcamp multidisciplinary games;
http://t.co/Iw5xtXsJ
http://t.co/fdBrlURX
http://t.co/jbpUXrYR
2012-10-01T14:46: http://t.co/vjVb3KoB
2012-10-01T14:46:#museumcamp how useful is social media for museums? Is it more or less spamming?
2012-10-01T14:47:RT @kajsahartig: RT @kajsahartig: I think we need both RT @vickybarlo: Go to where people are ie use Facebook rather than starting a shiny new website. # ...
2012-10-01T14:47:Good points, but apps have a place too. “@Acuity_Design: Gaming: think simple, familiar, family. Not expensive, not apps. #museumcamp”
2012-10-01T14:48:RT @kajsahartig: RT @kajsahartig: I think we need both RT @vickybarlo: Go to where people are ie use Facebook rather than starting a shiny new website. # ...
2012-10-01T14:48:@vickybarlo interesting to see how many real visitors in followers lists! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:48:Maybe not, but it makes a buzz RT @MichaelSpender: Lets Get Real @Culture24 suggests engagement on twitter doesn't = new visits #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:49:#museumcamp the social media session is packed http://t.co/MSedsUJ9
2012-10-01T14:49:Museum chat and cake. Who could ask for more?! Enjoying the tweets from #museumcamp. Please bring one to London soon.
2012-10-01T14:49:Depends who follows u/u follow. Spread yr net wide RT @vickybarlo: Is Twitter just museums spamming each other?!!!! I hope not. #museumcamp
#museumcamp Multidisciplinary games:
2012-10-01T14:50: Critical Play: Radical Game Design http://t.co/3rHsLH0P
2012-10-01T14:50:All the time. It's essential. And illuminating. RT @MarDixon: #museumcamp Do you ever ask visitor How did you gear about your venue?
2012-10-01T14:51:RT @siwhitehouse: RT @siwhitehouse: Let's Get Real - http://t.co/5G8VhycC - a report from Culture24 How to evaluate success online?’ #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:51:Discussing digital strategies for museums in Birmingham #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:51:I love that MT @RachelCockett Museums are frustrated that people won't do what they (the museum) want them to do online #MuseumCamp Well no.
2012-10-01T14:52:Bad Venue! RT @MarDixon: #museumcamp Does your venue track social media and is it all about the numbers only and not engagement?
2012-10-01T14:52:#museumcamp use objects to engage online through social media rather than regurgitating the museum calendar- SHOW rather than tell...
2012-10-01T14:53:RT @RachelCockett: RT @RachelCockett: Museum people are frustrated that they can't get people to do what they (the museum) want them to do online #MuseumCa ...
2012-10-01T14:54:Listening to somebody talking enthusiastically about Such Tweet Sorrow #museumcamp @charleshunter @mazwat
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2012-10-01T14:56:@jenniwaugh I never know where I heard about a venue/event. Could have been one of 4/5 digital sources or maybe even print(!) #MuseumCamp
2012-10-01T14:56:Totally. Bulk of @worldofkays was action on FB RT @vickybarlo: Go where people are ie Facebook rather than start a new website. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:56:'Museums need to be social media-shaped' #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:56:@jenniwaugh And anecdotally we have seen repeat visits resulting from twitter conversations @culture24 #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:58:Flickr makes me growl. But not as much as Photobucket. RT @vickybarlo: Discussing Flickr group successes and failures. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T14:58:#museumcamp Social media; quality (conversation &amp; engagement) not quantity (follower numbers) is what counts.
2012-10-01T14:59:#museumcamp Do newsletters count as social media?
2012-10-01T14:59:#museumcamp personalised experiences... Reporting continued shyness of social media... Conversation is key
2012-10-01T14:59:@MarDixon do you listen to the response? #museumcamp
2012-10-01T15:00:@Sasha_Taylor They need to ask first - room got a bit quiet at that ;) #museumcamp
2012-10-01T15:01:Ironbridge do Facebook advertising. Difficult to tell exact impact but general awareness raising. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T15:01:RT @cybrum: RT @cybrum: #museumcamp Social media; quality (conversation &amp; engagement) not quantity (follower numbers) is what counts.
2012-10-01T15:02:@RachelCockett O I know. That's why I love to ask what range of info feeds motivate peeps in general. And you are #special #MuseumCamp
2012-10-01T15:02:Quite interested if outcomes of social media use are ever evaluated/ascertained. Sorry not to be there today. @MarDixon #museumcamp
2012-10-01T15:04:Wifi in my museum! ASAP. Please! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T15:04:#museumcamp "The #askacurator hashtag was too successful, trending worldwide attracted spam (approx. 40% of stream)"
2012-10-01T15:05+RT @OisinTheDeer: RT @OisinTheDeer: Wifi in my museum! ASAP. Please! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T15:07:Digital Economy Act; worrying... #museumcamp
2012-10-01T15:08:Well they predate but fill similar purpose to blogs. Now we can answer back! RT @MarDixon: #museumcamp Do newsletters count as social media?
2012-10-01T15:09:Love a good chat RT @mdoness: #museumcamp personalised experiences... Reporting continued shyness of social media... Conversation is key
2012-10-01T15:09:#museumcamp Social Media; There are different platforms, YouTube, Flickr, Pinterest, LinkedIn. Each (cont) http://t.co/p9X09s2q
2012-10-01T15:10:RT @cybrum: RT @cybrum: #museumcamp Social media; quality (conversation &amp; engagement) not quantity (follower numbers) is what counts.
2012-10-01T15:10:We should encourage people to take photos of objects in our museums by giving them their own hashtags. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T15:11:#museumcamp photos &amp; video for social media; you don't need expensive cameras or professional (cont) http://t.co/48xAzgCU
2012-10-01T15:12:In ALL museums. I beg of you all...RT @OisinTheDeer: Wifi in my museum! ASAP. Please! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T15:14:The #people or the #objects? Why can't they choose their own &amp; just tag museum #dontbebossy @DeliaGarratt #museumcamp
2012-10-01T15:17:#museumcamp Example of telling a story on Twitter, the #RipperLive hashtag.
2012-10-01T15:17:Good session on digital strategy! Let digital help support your aims and objectives. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T15:21:Enjoyable day at #museumcamp at the Bond, #Birmingham Interesting discussions &amp; gorgeous old industrial canal side venue
2012-10-01T15:23:We are particularly interested in using and bringing digital archived alive for visitors. Contact for ideas! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T15:29:Our guide for museums looking into developing a mobile app - http://t.co/jiYIsOi7 #museumcamp
#museumcamp plenary 3.45.
2012-10-01T15:34: grab yor cake come to gatehouse
2012-10-01T15:39:RT @visitour: RT @visitour: Our guide for museums looking into developing a mobile app - http://t.co/jiYIsOi7 #museumcamp
2012-10-01T15:42:More cupcake fun in between talking about #museums #museumcamp http://t.co/Ik3uVN6h
2012-10-01T15:42:I was looking for @RowanDavid but it looks like he's left #museumcamp
2012-10-01T15:44:So, I have decorated a #museumcamp cupcake that I can't eat (veganicity) and, sponge-like, absorbed lots of thoughts, suggestions and ideas
2012-10-01T15:45:@TalulahTankhead will catch you before you leave? #museumcamp
2012-10-01T15:49:RT @MichaelSpender: RT @MichaelSpender: Now with Maurice Davies discussing Museums 2020 and in our group how we can engage with health and well being agenda ...
2012-10-01T15:49:Summing up in today's plenary session. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T15:50:RT @jenniwaugh: RT @jenniwaugh: In ALL museums. I beg of you all...RT @OisinTheDeer: Wifi in my museum! ASAP. Please! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T15:50:#museumcamp is finishing and I've met a lot of happy museum people. I'm just disappointed not to have met *The* Happy Museum
2012-10-01T15:51:Plenary session. #museumcamp http://t.co/kaiZ9znJ
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2012-10-01T15:53:#museumcamp http://t.co/5mmDkMOL
2012-10-01T15:55:Final session at #museumcamp http://t.co/9eHbl3LC
2012-10-01T15:58:&amp; finally. The conclusion is that the conkers... did look like womens bottoms. #MuseumCamp #Sorted #ProperJob #Oops #FatBottomGirls #Earworm
2012-10-01T15:58:Too much money spent on 'permanent' galleries? #museumcamp
2012-10-01T15:58:We're wrapping up the sessions @museumcamp. Watch out for some Audioboos, a blog and Storify coming up #museumcamp
2012-10-01T15:59:@waylandtb I'm back at Bmag tomorrow, you can catch me there. I've no time for more cake branding. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T16:00:@mardixon leading the plenary at the end of a fantastically collaborative #museumcamp. Thanks Mar &amp; @lspurdle for creating this great event!
2012-10-01T16:00:http://t.co/lHDigv39 Who can guess what this man is talking about? #museumcamp
2012-10-01T16:03:RT @visitour: RT @visitour: Our guide for museums looking into developing a mobile app - http://t.co/jiYIsOi7 #museumcamp
2012-10-01T16:06:RT @visitour: RT @visitour: Our guide for museums looking into developing a mobile app - http://t.co/jiYIsOi7 #museumcamp
2012-10-01T16:07:RBSA/ Wikipedia backstage pass event, 4 Nov: http://t.co/ua85Lebx (site fails on mobile) Book now! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T16:09:@cybrum A well made statement - quality not quantity! Only people talking to people can get the full benefit of engagement. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T16:10:gutted I had to leave #museumcamp early (and miss the cake) but had really interesting morning and think this should be a regular event!
2012-10-01T16:10:and thanks to @museumcamp for organising!
2012-10-01T16:15:RT @GaryWebb1: RT @GaryWebb1: @Sasha_Taylor #museumcamp I'd like to bring audio guides grounds @comptonverney Any company or equipment suggestions much ...
2012-10-01T16:16:I don't even work in a museum but have enjoyed seeing tweets &amp; photos from #museumcamp thanks to all who shared!
2012-10-01T16:18:Sorry to miss #MuseumCamp but hope that everyone will be developing there ideas into presentations for #MuseumNext - http://t.co/6TVRHUYC
2012-10-01T16:18:RT @sounddelivery: RT @sounddelivery: We're wrapping up the sessions @museumcamp. Watch out for some Audioboos, a blog and Storify coming up #museumcamp
2012-10-01T16:19:RT @MuseumNext: RT @MuseumNext: Sorry to miss #MuseumCamp but hope that everyone will be developing there ideas into presentations for #MuseumNext - htt ...
2012-10-01T16:20:Reading the #museumcamp tweets, sorry to have missed out on what looks like a great day. Well done @mardixon
2012-10-01T16:20:#MuseumCamp sounded like a great event. Was going to go but up to my ears editing articles and chasing images for next Museums Journal
2012-10-01T16:21:Spot the tweeps at #museumcamp http://t.co/JIOjzFVw
2012-10-01T16:21:RT @visitour: RT @visitour: Our guide for museums looking into developing a mobile app - http://t.co/jiYIsOi7 #museumcamp
2012-10-01T16:21:RT @OisinTheDeer: RT @OisinTheDeer: Too much money spent on 'permanent' galleries? #museumcamp
2012-10-01T16:21:Non screen games..people love going with the flow and participatiimg #museumcamp
2012-10-01T16:21:RT @MuseumNext: RT @MuseumNext: Sorry to miss #MuseumCamp but hope that everyone will be developing there ideas into presentations for #MuseumNext - htt ...
2012-10-01T16:24:Busted! “@mdoness: Spot the tweeps at #museumcamp http://t.co/btE8juZF”
2012-10-01T16:26:Yes, that's right! RT @mdoness: Spot the tweeps at #museumcamp http://t.co/h9EtQN1k
2012-10-01T16:27:#museumcamp brilliantly useful and fab day. Came with no idea but left with lots if ideas all of which are exciting. Well done organisers!
2012-10-01T16:28:@mannyc Sorry to miss you again, there is always the #CultureGeek meet up later this month http://t.co/Ar8QTUYD #museumcamp
2012-10-01T16:28+@DeliaGarratt were you at #MuseumCamp too?
2012-10-01T16:31:RT @vickybarlo: RT @vickybarlo: Go to where people are ie use Facebook rather than starting a shiny new website. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T16:31:RT @vickybarlo: Go to where people are ie use Facebook rather than starting a shiny new website. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T16:32:RT @sounddelivery: RT @sounddelivery: Audioboo: atmosphere at #museumcamp abuzz with sharing ideas http://t.co/zI6AE5bn what do you want to talk about in # ...
2012-10-01T16:33:RT @vickybarlo: Is Twitter just museums spamming each other?!!!! I hope not. #museumcamp”
2012-10-01T16:33:RT @ojleaf: RT @ojleaf: For those in the #museumcamp AR presentation with a Black Country interest see museums and archives on http://t.co/Urq5AxVD
2012-10-01T16:33:Thanks everyone for all the tips and ideas @MuseumCamp
2012-10-01T16:34:RT @Acuity_Design: RT @Acuity_Design: @Sasha_Taylor was looking at AR for alt use on Friday. Layar to enable older ppl #museumcamp http://t.co/c1GNrbro
2012-10-01T16:34:RT @Sasha_Taylor: RT @Sasha_Taylor: #museumcamp augmented reality really only available via 3G or wifi so not always available in areas not covered... Lim ...
2012-10-01T16:47:Really enjoyed #museumcamp particularly the decorate your own cake! http://t.co/xukGzLxa
2012-10-01T16:48:Sad I had to rush off #MuseumCamp had such a great day talking #Museum ideas. Now to @MuseumofLondon for #volunteer event!
2012-10-01T16:49:Post #MuseumCamp (@ Fazeley Social) http://t.co/cE5EAtZE
2012-10-01T16:50:It's been interesting reading all of the #museumcamp tweets. If anyone there wants to hear about developing an app then get in touch!
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2012-10-01T16:55:#museumcamp great unconference learnt new stuff and ate wonderful cake
2012-10-01T16:59:Interesting. It's always good to push the research RT @MichaelSpender seen repeat visits resulting from twitter convs @culture24 #museumcamp
2012-10-01T17:02:Someone please tell me #museumcamp tweeps made their own Gangnam Style tribute ...
2012-10-01T17:03:RT @Acuity_Design: RT @Acuity_Design: Readability, readability, readability. Curated content must be adaptable to user need. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T17:09:RT @jenniwaugh: RT @jenniwaugh: Interesting. It's always good to push the research RT @MichaelSpender seen repeat visits resulting from twitter convs @c ...
2012-10-01T17:11:Ooh that @MuseumCamp tweet was my 600 th getting the hang of this now!
2012-10-01T17:14:Audioboo: what is good #socialmedia practice in #museums? Nikki talks about her experience http://t.co/Diwtbt7j #museumcamp
2012-10-01T17:21:Este concepto de las no conferencias me parece muy entretenido revise #museumcamp ... ahora la filosofía es de #museumnext
2012-10-01T17:22:Did any #museumcamp attendee leave a blue bag at The Bond?
2012-10-01T17:22:RT @cybrum: RT @cybrum: Did any #museumcamp attendee leave a blue bag at The Bond?
2012-10-01T17:24:RT @cybrum: RT @cybrum: Did any #museumcamp attendee leave a blue bag at The Bond?
2012-10-01T17:25:RT @SarahHelenW: RT @SarahHelenW: Ooh that @MuseumCamp tweet was my 600 th getting the hang of this now!
2012-10-01T17:27:Had a fab afternoon at @MuseumCamp lots of engaging convo and people. And got at least 4 of my 5 day from the cakes! Ty @MarDixon @LSpurdle
2012-10-01T17:27:Lots of museum staff going back to work tomorrow with fresh ideas &amp; inspiration. Thanks to everyone who made #museumcamp such a success
2012-10-01T17:27:@waylandtb @MuseumCamp so glad that was a fib!
2012-10-01T17:29:@StuLane83 did you go to @museumcamp?
2012-10-01T17:30:RT @Tiggerlet: RT @Tiggerlet: Had a fab afternoon at @MuseumCamp lots of engaging convo and people. And got at least 4 of my 5 day from the cakes! Ty @ ...
2012-10-01T17:35:RT @sounddelivery: RT @sounddelivery: Audioboo: what is good #socialmedia practice in #museums? Nikki talks about her experience http://t.co/Diwtbt7j #muse ...
2012-10-01T17:36:RT @AboutLondon: RT @AboutLondon: Mar rocks! And stresses the importance of cake. RT @willperrin: @MarDixon on organising museum camp http://t.co/xmXAE1z ...
2012-10-01T17:37:#museumcamp RT @BCLivingMuseum: Did you know that in 1821 Wolverhampton became the first town to be lit by gas #museummonday
2012-10-01T17:39:@MuseumCamp was great today but I would have benefited more if I wasn't full of a cold! :( #museumcamp
2012-10-01T17:39:RT @Tiggerlet: RT @Tiggerlet: Had a fab afternoon at @MuseumCamp lots of engaging convo and people. And got at least 4 of my 5 day from the cakes! Ty @ ...
2012-10-01T17:40:Great to see you again: look forward to your email! :) RT @IntermezzoArts: @MichaelSpender Thanks for the mention &amp; photo. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T17:41:Hey @museumcamp #museumcamp, did anyone find a royal blue suitcase? Sprinted back from station, now can't find it at the venue - help!
2012-10-01T17:42:@Tiggerlet @MuseumCamp Sorry I had to run, my lift arrived.
2012-10-01T17:42:Thanks to organisers and attendees at #museumcamp for an interesting day
2012-10-01T17:43:@rosieclarke Paul and Alison should be over there now. Let us know if you found them! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T17:43:And with you, Clare :) @IntermezzoArts: Lovely to catch up with the @thepenroom @PooleMuseum at #museumcamp
2012-10-01T17:44:Had a really lovely day @museumcamp Thanks to all those who organised, came, shared &amp; sponsored the many wonderful cakes! #sugarhigh
2012-10-01T17:45:From #museumcamp 'no bullshit AR' http://t.co/FWC4h5EJ
2012-10-01T17:46:wish i'd attended #museumcamp but i have the tweets to follow.
2012-10-01T17:53:RT @cybrum: RT @cybrum: #museumcamp RT @BCLivingMuseum: Did you know that in 1821 Wolverhampton became the first town to be lit by gas #museummonday
2012-10-01T17:54:@rosieclarke Oh no! Is there anyone at reception? Maybe they've put it behind the desk. @museumcamp
2012-10-01T18:00:Audioboo: @mdoness talks about #museumcamp and the need for an #unconference http://t.co/8yGbqotP #museums
2012-10-01T18:00:RT @ljp80: RT @ljp80: Really enjoyed #museumcamp particularly the decorate your own cake! http://t.co/xukGzLxa
2012-10-01T18:02:RT @sounddelivery: RT @sounddelivery: Lots of museum staff going back to work tomorrow with fresh ideas &amp; inspiration. Thanks to everyone who made #mus ...
2012-10-01T18:03:RT @sounddelivery: RT @sounddelivery: Audioboo: @mdoness talks about #museumcamp and the need for an #unconference http://t.co/8yGbqotP #museums
2012-10-01T18:05:Thank you #museumcamp ; inspirational yet grounded in the real world.
2012-10-01T18:05:@OisinTheDeer @ljp80 I think we all now realise that #museumcamp's alter ego is #cakecamp. And all the better for it (cc @mardixon)
2012-10-01T18:08:Claire Perry national memorial arboretum http://t.co/77vzw7Bu via @audioboo #augmentedreality #museumcamp
2012-10-01T18:10:Enjoyed Museum Camp, no, not a description of The Love &amp; Death exhibition currently at BMAG, but the event at The Bond today #museumcamp
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Big up to museum camp creator and visionary @LSpurdle
Whoop whoop!
2012-10-01T18:13: #museumcamp
2012-10-01T18:16:@mannyc . #cakecamp. Fantastic! (#museumcamp )
2012-10-01T18:16+Props to @LSpurdle @mdoness @willperrin et all for a great work putting together #MuseumCamp. Was a good day :)
2012-10-01T18:17:@JoannaEssen #museumcamp It sounded fascinating didn't it. Wish I'd more time today to go...
2012-10-01T18:19:#ARNews Claire Perry national memorial arboretum http://t.co/uiZ8ZW2g via @audioboo #augmentedreality #museumcamp http://t.co/h6o8h5zE
2012-10-01T18:19:The lovely @quintossential with her #museumcamp Macguffin, the Museum Camp muffin! http://t.co/PNjMubA7
2012-10-01T18:20:RT @HelenMcC6: RT @HelenMcC6: Brilliant tips from @RosieClarke of @Culture24 on events organisation on a shoestring at #museumcamp
2012-10-01T18:27:RT @pigsonthewing: RT @pigsonthewing: Thin I may be in the same room as @OisinTheDeer! #MuseumCamp
2012-10-01T18:29:RT @cybrum: RT @cybrum: #museumcamp Social media; quality (conversation &amp; engagement) not quantity (follower numbers) is what counts.
2012-10-01T18:29:RT @OisinTheDeer RT @pigsonthewing: Thin I may be in the same room as @OisinTheDeer! #MuseumCamp
2012-10-01T18:31:Great day at #museumcamp today. Great work by @MarDixon @rachelcockett @lspurdle @mdoness :-) hopefully see you at CityCampCoventry
2012-10-01T18:35:Interesting day @MuseumCamp. Thanks @MarDixon @willperrin @peskypeople @LSpurdle @RachelCockett
2012-10-01T18:35:RT @GaryWebb1: RT @GaryWebb1: @cybrum A well made statement - quality not quantity! Only people talking to people can get the full benefit of engagemen ...
2012-10-01T18:36:Great day at @museumcamp Well done to all involved in its planning and delivery.
2012-10-01T18:38:Well your knee is. Good to meet you. “@vickybarlo: Busted! “@mdoness: Spot the tweeps at #museumcamp http://t.co/hf25BOME””
2012-10-01T18:40:@DeliaGarratt #museumcamp Love this idea!
2012-10-01T18:41:I know great innit. Not mine though. Think it might have been @LSpurdle “@GaryWebb1: @DeliaGarratt #museumcamp Love this idea!”
2012-10-01T18:43:@DeliaGarratt @LSpurdle #museumcamp Nice one, this one could roll &amp; roll!
2012-10-01T18:45:Thanks @MuseumCamp! Buzzing w ideas now especially #teensinmuseums + developing digital engagement strategies w audiences and collections
2012-10-01T18:48:RT @Acuity_Design: I so hate #QR codes #museumcamp Ironically both inaccessible to visually impaired &amp; visually ugly.
2012-10-01T18:48:@Andy_d2 @d2Culture day went really well, very interesting #museumcamp
2012-10-01T18:52:Hey @museumcamp sad we're not there. Loving the activity on the hashtag. You might like our #citizencurators project http://t.co/RaJaeWvZ
2012-10-01T18:58:Gutted to have missed @MuseumCamp/ #cakecamp(!) today but getting ideas and info from the steam of tweets from the event! Thanks all ;)
2012-10-01T19:02:@alysonf @museumcamp Wish I had seen this tweet before, I've been working with this recently.
2012-10-01T19:05:Know the feeling. RT @samanthaself @MuseumCamp was great today but I would have benefited more if I wasn't full of a cold! :( #museumcamp
2012-10-01T19:07:huge congrats to @MarDixon @peskypeople @LSpurdle @RachelCockett for a superb #museumcamp, first of its kind in UK thanks 4 involving me
2012-10-01T19:08:Great day at #museumcamp. Lots of passionate people sharing their knowledge with each other. Not long til i am back home in Manchester now!
2012-10-01T19:09:Some interesting discussions about social media, AR and digital strategy at this years #museumcamp, sorry I couldn't stay longer.
2012-10-01T19:14:some #museumcamp audioboos for you @MarDixon http://t.co/HzI7Himw Claire Perry http://t.co/ndSDRnKC and Sheree Tucker http://t.co/9tCNsCh0
2012-10-01T19:20:@mdoness @samanthaself @museumcamp ditto! Was good though wasn't it? :)
2012-10-01T19:21:RT @Sasha_Taylor: RT @Sasha_Taylor: Great day at #museumcamp today. Great work by @MarDixon @rachelcockett @lspurdle @mdoness :-) hopefully see you at Cit ...
2012-10-01T19:26:RT @pigsonthewing: RT @pigsonthewing: RBSA/ Wikipedia backstage pass event, 4 Nov: http://t.co/ua85Lebx (site fails on mobile) Book now! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T19:29:@willperrin Thanks very much + thank you for the excellent MCing, got #museumcamp off to great start!
2012-10-01T19:32:I wish I was at #museumcamp. When is the next one? How do I get tickets.
2012-10-01T19:33:@willperrin tks down to huge hard work of @mardixon + @lspurdle #museumcamp
2012-10-01T19:34:RT @katejnoble: RT @katejnoble: Thanks @MuseumCamp! Buzzing w ideas now especially #teensinmuseums + developing digital engagement strategies w audience ...
2012-10-01T19:35:Really enjoyed #museumcamp - thanks to @Mardixon for taking my idea, making it real and adding cake, cake + more cake!
2012-10-01T19:36:Many thanks for a brilliantly organized #museumcamp today. Really enjoyed the day.
2012-10-01T19:39:That opera mentioned by @fandangojane at #museumcamp is on tv on wed http://t.co/M9U6SDaO #deaf #a11y
2012-10-01T19:40:@garywebb1 @deliagarratt Have I unleashed a #museumcamp monster?! Hope so! :-)
2012-10-01T19:40:Ideas + enthusiasm at #museumcamp today. Thanks @lspurdle @MarDixon @mdoness + @rachelcockett for organising. Great samosas + cake too.
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2012-10-01T19:40:So good to have at least greeted some tweeple today #museumcamp t/line shows how many I missed tho. Ok..so we'll have to run it again...:-)
2012-10-01T19:41:Big congratulations to @MarDixon @rachelcockett @lspurdle @mdoness for a brilliantly organised #cakecamp. Sorry, I mean #museumcamp :-)
2012-10-01T19:41:RT @peskypeople: RT @peskypeople: That opera mentioned by @fandangojane at #museumcamp is on tv on wed http://t.co/M9U6SDaO #deaf #a11y
2012-10-01T19:41:Indeed RT @LSpurdle Really enjoyed #museumcamp - thanks to @Mardixon for taking my idea, making it real and adding cake, cake + more cake!
2012-10-01T19:42:Indeed again RT @LSpurdle @willperrin Thanks very much + thank you for the excellent MCing, got #museumcamp off to great start!
2012-10-01T19:43:Lovely to meet so many great museum tweeps for the first time at #museumcamp. Lots of discussion, ideas, energy, enthusiasm...and cake. Fab
2012-10-01T19:47:RT @d2Culture: RT @d2Culture: Great day at #museumcamp. Lots of passionate people sharing their knowledge with each other. Not long til i am back home ...
2012-10-01T19:50:@tiggerlet @mardixon @museumcamp Ha - #museumcamp was all about healthy eating! :-)
2012-10-01T19:53:RT @LSpurdle: RT @LSpurdle: @garywebb1 @deliagarratt Have I unleashed a #museumcamp monster?! Hope so! :-)
2012-10-01T19:55:@LSpurdle speak for yourself. I dumped two bodies at lunchtime. Besides there will be other canals and other conferences. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T19:56:@MDONess @MarDixon @LSpurdle @RachelCockett Thank you and congratulations for #MuseumCamp
2012-10-01T20:03+@MarDixon @LSpurdle and the @museumcamp gang Bravo! Great day today. Thanks for all your hard work and a sugar rush which will last months.
2012-10-01T20:05:Thanks for all the follows and RTs today, especially those of you I got to meet in person. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T20:27:RT @pigsonthewing: RT @pigsonthewing: As promised in my #MuseumCamp Wikipedia session: "Open-licensing your images. What it means and how to do it" http:// ...
2012-10-01T20:31:@DeliaGarratt It looks like all the cool kids were at #MuseumCamp ;-)
2012-10-01T20:34:@MuseumCamp great to meet you guys today and a really good idea. See you in 2013
2012-10-01T20:58:Had an amazing day at #museumcamp. Thanks to all who came and took part. Did you decorate a cupcake??
2012-10-01T21:02:Tweeps at #museumcamp @ the bond fazeley st http://t.co/tP3RRg0h
2012-10-01T21:02:Photo: Tweeps at #museumcamp (Taken with Instagram at the bond fazeley st) http://t.co/NBbTN7ON
2012-10-01T21:04:Some sweet treats from #museumcamp today http://t.co/5Jxfqq1F http://t.co/rlJ8IUfD http://t.co/lBkxXKBV
2012-10-01T21:04:Some (just some) of the lovely cake at #museumcamp http://t.co/lgSQkc7i
2012-10-01T21:05:Photo: Some (just some) of the lovely cake at #museumcamp (Taken with Instagram) http://t.co/lvZuEdVl
2012-10-01T21:06:@vickybarlo @MarDixon @MuseumCamp Haha - you sure about the sugar rush? I've just got home and think I might need cake! Great to see you! :)
2012-10-01T21:07:Had a fantastic day at the #MuseumCamp unconference - great venue, people, ideas, conversations, cakes. Thank you all!
2012-10-01T21:07:@vickybarlo @mannyc Thanks for coming and getting the #museumcamp spirit so quickly :-)
2012-10-01T21:08:@willperrin Seriously can not thank you enough for your MC'ing today. I didn't even get to buy you a drink! Next time. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T21:09:@LSpurdle @vickybarlo @MuseumCamp My goodness - sugar high? You wimps!
2012-10-01T21:11:Wish I could have been at @MuseumCamp today. Alas, a clash with my PhD induction meant it was not to be. Fingers crossed for next year!
2012-10-01T21:13:@MarDixon @vickybarlo no, thank you Mar. Great job. Thanks for all your efforts &amp; energy making #cakecamp, sorry, #museumcamp such a success
2012-10-01T21:13:@MarDixon @lspurdle @museumcamp You didn't see how much I ate!!!
2012-10-01T21:16:@mannyc Ha wonder how many would have come for #cakecamp ? Trying to upload photos to fb now - cupcakes were fun! :) #museumcamp
2012-10-01T21:18:Another shout out to all of our sponsors, especially @MuseumNext &amp; @HappyMuseum without whom #museumcamp wouldn't have been possible.
2012-10-01T21:19:@MarDixon @mannyc and great idea :-) #museumcamp
2012-10-01T21:19:@MarDixon @mannyc mind you not good for those on diet :-( #museumcamp
2012-10-01T21:20:@Sasha_Taylor Er, please don't swear on my timeline. Feel free to use d*** ;-) @mannyc #museumcamp
2012-10-01T21:21:RT @willperrin: RT @willperrin: huge congrats to @MarDixon @peskypeople @LSpurdle @RachelCockett for a superb #museumcamp, first of its kind in UK thank ...
2012-10-01T21:22:Huge Thank you to @vshropshire and @Quintossential for videoing, audiobooing and helping with documenting (&amp; setting up!) #museumcamp
2012-10-01T21:24:Massive thank you to @LSpurdle &amp; @peskypeople - too much to mention in one tweet but #museumcamp wouldn't exist without you guys. x
2012-10-01T21:24:The Bond http://t.co/jTeN2NXk was great venue for #museumcamp - thanks @mdoness for venue idea + Marches Network sponsorship paid for venue
2012-10-01T21:25:RT @MarDixon: RT @MarDixon: Another shout out to all of our sponsors, especially @MuseumNext &amp; @HappyMuseum without whom #museumcamp wouldn't hav ...
2012-10-01T21:25:RT @MarDixon: RT @MarDixon: Huge Thank you to @vshropshire and @Quintossential for videoing, audiobooing and helping with documenting (&amp; setting u ...
2012-10-01T21:28:Sorry they aren't the best pictures but here are my #museumcamp photos http://t.co/RYg3499u Please remember to share your photos :-)
2012-10-01T21:29:RT @MarDixon: RT @MarDixon: Sorry they aren't the best pictures but here are my #museumcamp photos http://t.co/RYg3499u Please remember to share your ...
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2012-10-01T21:29:Welcome to our new followers @OxfordASPIRE, @WHSHC, @MuseumID, @bricksandbread. Also welcome to @MuseumCamp &amp; thanks for a stimulating day.
2012-10-01T21:30:RT @LSpurdle: RT @LSpurdle: The Bond http://t.co/jTeN2NXk was great venue for #museumcamp - thanks @mdoness for venue idea + Marches Network sponsorsh ...
2012-10-01T21:32:RT @MarDixon: Sorry they aren't the best pictures but here are my #museumcamp photos http://t.co/u9XnZTOV Please remember to share your ...
2012-10-01T21:33:@RHshelley Thank you so much for helping!! #MuseumCamp
2012-10-01T21:33:Thanks to @MarDixon, @LSpurdle &amp; @peskypeople for an amazing day of inspiration &amp; cake at #museumcamp :-)
2012-10-01T21:34:RT @MarDixon: RT @MarDixon: Sorry they aren't the best pictures but here are my #museumcamp photos http://t.co/RYg3499u Please remember to share your ...
2012-10-01T21:37:@paulescaped @MarDixon @peskypeople Thanks to you for all the filming, help and calmness at #museumcamp #cakefest! :)
2012-10-01T21:37:Maurice Davies sharing thoughts #museumcamp plenaryhttp://yfrog.com/gyiazouj
2012-10-01T21:38:Tea and tweets #museumcamp http://t.co/McE51osb
2012-10-01T21:40:Talking Volunteers in the Boardroom @theBond http://t.co/okUvRrRb #museumcamp
2012-10-01T21:43:@willperrin galvanising #museumcamp ers this morning http://t.co/tqSDwm5l
2012-10-01T21:45:RT @MarDixon: RT @MarDixon: Sorry they aren't the best pictures but here are my #museumcamp photos http://t.co/RYg3499u Please remember to share your ...
2012-10-01T21:46:Since when did Twitter have a 3MB limit on photos? I can't upload my #museumcamp pictures
2012-10-01T21:47:#MuseumCamp Just wanted to remind everyone that @HappyMuseum deadline for submission for the Happy Museum commissions is Friday 5 October
2012-10-01T21:47:#MuseumCamp Just wanted to remind everyone that @HappyMuseum deadline for submission for the Happy Museum commissions is Friday 5 October
2012-10-01T21:47:@rachelcockett behind the scenes #museumcamp http://t.co/JFswJ50l
2012-10-01T21:49:#Museumcamp @MuseumNext Call on paper is now open! http://t.co/WET6JTKY #MuseumNext2013 is in Amsterdam. Deadline is November 1st 2012.
2012-10-01T21:49:#Museumcamp @MuseumNext Call on paper is now open! http://t.co/BCWaNxQj #MuseumNext2013 is in Amsterdam. Deadline is November 1st 2012.
2012-10-01T21:54:RT @mdoness http://t.co/7Q6gTg5C
2012-10-01T21:55:RT @LSpurdle: RT @LSpurdle: The Bond http://t.co/jTeN2NXk was great venue for #museumcamp - thanks @mdoness for venue idea + Marches Network sponsorsh ...
2012-10-01T21:56:Have to be up 6am tomorrow as @uobdhd touchtables arrive @BM_AG stupid o'clock. Up at 6am for #museumcamp today. I don't function til 10am!
2012-10-01T21:57:Hold up - @mdoness gets RT'd by @cthecakerobot but *I* haven't. ;-) #museumcamp
2012-10-01T21:57:@LSpurdle Ouch. #museumcamp
2012-10-01T21:58:@cybrum u never said it was ur birthday when saw u at #museumcamp today hope u had fab day x
2012-10-01T22:01:RT @SumoJim: RT @SumoJim: Our call for papers for #MuseumNext is now open - http://t.co/Cw1n80xj (Hoping for new thinking about the future of museums)
2012-10-01T22:02:I must have bribed them...whoever they be RT @MarDixon Hold up - @mdoness gets RT'd by @cthecakerobot but *I* haven't. ;-) #museumcamp
2012-10-01T22:07:RT @MarDixon: RT @MarDixon: #MuseumCamp Just wanted to remind everyone that @HappyMuseum deadline for submission for the Happy Museum commissions is F ...
2012-10-01T22:09:@RHshelley Glad you had a fantastic day, and thanks for helping to make it fantastic too! #museumcamp
2012-10-01T22:11:RT @mdoness: RT @mdoness: Photo: Some (just some) of the lovely cake at #museumcamp (Taken with Instagram) http://t.co/lvZuEdVl
2012-10-01T22:21:RT @MarDixon: RT @MarDixon: #Museumcamp @MuseumNext Call on paper is now open! http://t.co/BCWaNxQj #MuseumNext2013 is in Amsterdam. Deadline is ...
2012-10-01T22:29:Night night all! Sleep well with sweet dreams when you get there! Thanks to all who came for making #MuseumCamp a success today. :-) xx
2012-10-01T22:36:@rosieclarke thanky you! Sad to have missed #MuseumCamp however. Hope it was a good day!
2012-10-01T22:37:went to lots of interesting sessions at #museumcamp that can also be applied to libraries. Met some museum people. Ate far too much cake.
2012-10-01T22:52:RT @Tiggerlet: RT @Tiggerlet: @mdoness @samanthaself @museumcamp ditto! Was good though wasn't it? :)
2012-10-01T22:53:"@Tiggerlet: @mdoness @samanthaself @museumcamp ditto! Was good though wasn't it? :)" Yep :) Home now, 'twas a long old journey with a cold.
2012-10-01T22:54:Made lots more twitter friends at #museumcamp today as well as lots of networking and idea sharing :)
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